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INTROOOCTION 

Eighteenth century Bengal offers the scope of a 

fascinating study both in terms of political evolution, as 

evidenced in the transition to Nizamat, as well as socio

economic fonnations. At first sight Bengal oecame witl'less 

to three specific political syndromes: (1) it experienced 

the process of gradual, but steady decline in the authority 

of the Mughals; (ii) the rise and fall of a transitional 

regime - the !!za.:.11at, based in a measure on local forces and 

(iii) the intrusion of a ne"' alien force, first as economic 

and then as political - the English East India Company. 

while the first half saw the undeJCmining of the first 

forces, the second half witnessed the grasping and gradual 

assertion of the hold, by the third. For our _purpose we are 

concerned with the happenings of the first half of the century. 

When tbe 18th century dawned, the days of Mughal 

meridian had already crossed its mark, and become a shado~ of 

past. With Emperor Ala.mgir, the Empire itself had grown old, 

weak and feeble, and the happenings in the Empire were presag

ing ominous signs all around. The Empire was already passing 

through a process of 'crisis' which accelerated after the 

death of Aurangzeb in 17W and let loose the forces of disrup .. 

tion, under the inefficient successors, thus betokening to the 
. 1 

ad vent oi' the 'dark ages' • While t~ earlier European 

1. J .N .sarkar, ~lLqf t~ Mqgh!!LEmpi.;:!, 4 vols (Cal<!Utta, 
first edn., 193'2 .. ,0, 1972). 



historians, 'With their ulterior motive of justifying the 

British rule in India -were the first to paint the 18th 

century as a period of decadence, disorder and chaos,. Indian 

historians, also fell to the same pitfalls to view the 

century more or 'less in too same fashion. Sir Jadunath Sarkar 

was first to discuss at length the causes of the downfall of 

the Mughal Empire. To him too the causes of dec line were more 

or less same as that of tte British histo ria_ns, i.e., decline 

in the personal attributes of the emperors, lack of efficient 

administrators, nar~'W religious outlook, etc• In his [!11 
2.f~~Mugh~l Ema~, analysing the causes of decline he 

emphasizes on the point to describe it as the blind alley of 

indigenous development. This viewpoint first came under 

attack from the historians of Aligarh who successfully met 

the challenge, so long posed by the earller ones. Instead 

of relying on the political factors, from the 1960s, a host 

of scholars, utilising the contemporary sources, vhich 

contained many informations to show the ~ rlting of other 

forces, have come forward 'With ne.,. interpretations, to view 

the crisis from a different angle and in a complex marmer. 

professors Satish Chandra2 and Athar .Ui3 examined the 

p~blem on institutional basis. They saw the crisl.s in tM 

---------------------·-----------------
2. S.Cbanclra, Parties.and Politics at t~ Mughal wurt 

(first edn.~~la, 1959J; Intro~tiori ~[~l___n[!!: 
~ux, Jagird~ti Crisis~~!}:! yillage -(Delhi, 1982) 
chapter on Review of the Jagirdari crisis, 

3. Athar Ali, MJ!&t!!!L~~litiJl!E.er 4urangazeb (Bombay, 
1966). 
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Jagirdari system 1;11hich decapacitated the Mughal ruling class, 

leading ultimately to the do,nfall of the Mughal Empire. In 

an article4 published a fe'fl years back, Athar A.li has even 

observed it on an intel"!"lational plane. In the course of the 

eighteenth century among other things he saw the •intellectual 

aridity' of the East paving the "Way of the debacle of the 

empires. Professor Irfan Habib dealt the Mughal crisis from 

an economic viewpoint, as the outcome of an agrarian crisis. 

Thus, tre Aligarh historians have largely been successful in 

shifting the emphasis from the vie"W held earlier to some more 

comple:x and diversified aspects of the problem. 

Over the past one decade or so, historical researches 

have gone a long 'flay to move further from the opinions of the 

Aligarh school. A.s a result, there bas been spurt in research 

on e igbteenth century India, more particularly on its various 

region, 'flhich tend to rood~fy the characterisation of the 

century arxl judge the crisis in a new perspective. Eighteenth 

century India has thus been seen not so much in 'the decline 

of the Mughal ruling_ e~te', but in the transformation and the 

ascent of inferior social groups to overt poll tical power. 6 

These inferior social groups, 'flhich had long been in formation 

4. Atbar Alii "The 18th Century - An Interpretation", Indian 
[!storica R~iew, vol.V, 1979· . 

5. Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mugbal_!~~ (Bombay, 
1963) (Bengal tr. 19S5). 

6. C~A. Bayly, Indi~n So~iety and the MaKing Q!-t~ British 
~mpire (CUP,-r9B7), p.9. 



could not assert themselves in the face of the all powerful 

Mughal nobility. But 'With the decline of the Mughal authority, 

they began to erne rge and con so lid ate their position in tre 

body politic. The insulated Mugbal official class (mansabdit 

~gl_rda£!) subsisting on revenue !arming or the revenue 

farmers, the traditi:)nal Hindu commercial merchant class a...,d 

the zanindar.§_ appearing as the ne"' gentry class symbolise this 

new social groups, who became politically more important than 

ever before • In many provinces, the se group s acquiring "'e a 1 th 

a"ld social power, became in itself an instrument in the -weaken .. 

ing of the Mughal order.? Again in some provinces, like Bengal, 

the Mughals themselves encouraged political formations, in an 

attempt to strengthen their bases. And tn some, taking 

ad vantage of the impotence of the Mughal Emperor and the 

factional conflict in Delhi, the provincial rulers ·strengthened 

their hold over the province. 

By aligning themselves with these ne'Wly risen social 

groups, these provincial rulers bad been successful to build 

up an infra-structure, which was not decadent, rather showd 

signs of bustling economic activities, in which there was 

generation of more local surplus.,development of trade and 

com:nerce. These various social groups in alliance with the 

countryside gentry, no"' became the unit of production, patron 

for increasing trade and commerce and the source of strength 

-----------------------------
7. Ibid • , p. 11 • 
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for the provincial kingdoms. This has been Sho~n by M •. Alam8 

while dealing 'flith Awadh and Punjab. In other areas like 

Bengal, Malwa, Central India, Gujarat, Deccan, the similar 

process was at work. B.S.Cohn9 was first to show the emerg

ence of these various social groups and their working on the 
poll tical system for t~ Banaras region. Following him, a 

number of articles have been published along this lines for 
10 some other regions. 

Coming to Bengal, this debate has gained momentum 

since the publication of P .B.Calkin• s article~ 11 Calkins 

has argued that since Bengal was underassessed for a lo~ 

time, its revenue was being consumed by two classes - the 

Mughal mansabdars-:jagirq!I,! and the most powerful lanied 

magnates - the !!Dlindars. When Aurangzeb being hard pressed 

for money sent Murshid Quli Khan to extract more revenue it 

led to momentous changes. It marked a •shift in the focus 

of political power from Centre to the province', accompanied 

by a similar • shift in the balance of power within the :, .. 

----------------------------
8. Muzaffar Alam, The Crisis_qL~gbal 't-lorth Indta: 

AlJ!dh and~he fun3ab {1ZW.-;ill, OUP, Delhi, -19B'b. -

9. B.S.Cohnl. "Political Systems in 18th Century India: The 
Ba.'1aras t\egion" Journal~he American Ortental SO~ieti, 
no. 82t July-September 1962, republished in An Antfu-oooiQ
g,ist AmOng the Histortans !nd Other E!.m!.JOUP, Delhi, 
1987). 

1 O. S. R.Gordon, nsflow Conquest: Admin:i strati ve Integration of 
Mal'da in the Maratha Empire" (1720-6), Mod!!,rn ,Asian 
§tudies, vol.12, n>.1, ~977: Karen Leonard; "The Hyaerabad 
Political System .ani Its Participants", .[Qu...r!!!l of Asia!}_ 
Studies, vol.30. 

11. p .B.Calkins, "The F'ormation of a Regiona.lly Oriented Ruling 
Group in Bengal" (1700-1740), JQu[!!al Q!_Mi!!!,_Stu~, 
vo1.2lt, 1970. · 



province', -which ultimately led to the formation of a region

ally oriented ruling group. There is no doubt, that the 

political structure of Be') gal in the 18th century changed 

radically from -what it ~as i~ the 17th century. Instead of 

centro lUng the provincial gov~ rnors, the Centre itself got 

enmeshed in the Cob-wet of problems and politics and was 
I . 

hardly in a position to control t~ affairs of the province. 

In this altered situation, the regular flow of reveru.e to 
/ . 

Delhi by Murshid ~,:uli Khan gave him al.{Dost a free han1 as 

far as the affairs of too state was concerned. But in the 

process, 1 t heralded a change in the soci_o-pol1 tical set up 

of Bengal. The various social gr9ups, wlU.ch so long remained 

subdued no"W got an opportunity to assert itself. As t~ 

demands of revenue increased, simultatl3oU.sly, it signalled 

the increase in the po\ler of the ,emindars. Side by side 

the pressure of paying the revenue in t'ime (in this comec

tion, Murshid Quli' s treatment of the defaulters -was alroost 

barbarous as contemporary writers suggest) forced them to 

turn to the money-lenders. The growing impetus of trade 

and commerce, indicated tre more enhanced role played by 

these merchants-bankers, who now began to play a more 

dominated role. The House of Jagat Seth was symbolic of the 

growing role of this group. Thus a ne:ow po~r-bloc was 

created in Bengal in the first half ol the 18th century. 



; 

A Jlumber of historians have 't.Orked on this period of 

Nigmat. Following the publication of Ste'!Nart• s !li.§~!I of 

Bengal (London, 1813) Sir J .N. Sarkar' s Histo.tLQ.L~M., 

_y£1. II (edn.) (Dacca, 1948) is. the first effort, to study the 

entire period of Nizamat. But it deals mainly ~ith the 

political events ¥:ith stray references to the zaminda!§. 

Abdul Karim• s !1g,Uhid Qull ~ and His Ti~! (Dacca, 1963) 

and K.K.Datta' s, Alivardi and His Time! (Calcutta, 1939), are, 

as the names indicat~, history of the particular !YQ!dars, 

thus leaving out the history of the Nizam~ as a whole. 

J .H. Little's, I.De House of Ja~t Seth· (calcutta, 1967) is 

tbe history o1 the Jagat Seths. 'Recently Shirin Akhtar had 

made a study on the role 01' the zami~~ entitled Ih!L~ 

2f~lle~1ndar_L!n Bengal (170?-72) (Dacca, 1982). Besides, 

K.K.Dutta's llidies_!n the History of the Benw Subah (1740-

1770) (Calcutta 1936) and N .K.sinha' s The Ec2nQm,l~.Jiisto-!:!_Q.i 

Bengal, vols. I and II (Calcutta, 1962, 1970) revie\tJ the 

economic annals of Bengal. This dissertation lli tb all its 

limitations is a humble effort to study the ~izamai in the 

conte:xt of its recent studies and interpretations. 

The major difficulty faced for the study of the problems 

of Niz~ is the limitation of source-materials. ALmst all 

the sources specific on its poll tical and administrative 

dimensions are in Persian and the lying scattered. I have 



mostly used them in translations and supplemented the informa

tion from other contemporary or near contemporary sources and 

secondary works. 

AS the major trading concern the English East Iniia 

Company was closely related ~itb the ~~~at, the merchants

bankers particularly the Jagat Seths, and various rajahs and 

!.§!ind~ in 'flhose territory their factories were situated. 

In various documents of the Company are recorded its day to 

day dealings -which testify not only to its act1Viti·es, but 

thro\ls much light on t~ entire socio-political condition of 

tbe province. To formulate any idea of the existing socio

political set up these records are thus of immense value'. I 

hAve for my purpose utilised some of these, in particular; 

Bengal public consultains, which are preserved in Iniia office 

library and are available here in National .Archives in micro

films. Besides, I have gone through Long's Selest!ons, EQ!!

Jlilliam India House Correspondences, published by the 

Government of India. In addition, some Bengali source 

materials, e.g. the 'f1ritings of Bharatchandra,Ram Prasad Sen, 

Manick Ram Ganguli have a:lso been used. 

In the first chapter, I have endeavoured first to sho~ 

the Mughal provincial structure, and how it contained elements, 

by which po'Wer could be accumulated in one hand. The chapter 

illustrates how Murshid Quli in the changed atmosphere took 
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full advantage of tbis situation to lay the basis of the 

Nizama.t. The chapter then elaborates on the nature of the 

relationships bet~een the ~~~ and various social groups 
'-

which proceeded after the evolution of the li!zumh 

In the second chapter, the main thrust is on the 

organization of _umindari :tnstitut:ton, its role during the 

Mughal days and its importance and emergence as a potential 

force in the socio-political set up of Bengal during the 

period under study. 

The third chapter deals 'trl.th the rise, progress ani 

evolution of the great banking house, the Jagat Seths, vis-a.

vis their relationship -with the ~!!!!!~ and the role played 

in the political fa.bric of Bengal. 

The fourth chapter emphasizes to show why trading 

activities of the English East India Company al'fiays meant 

use of force and how it actually paved the way for the 

battle of Plassey to bring about the fall of the restive 

Nazim by a more amenable oM. 

The arguments shown, analysis given and views expressed 

in this dissertation are by no means conclusive. Ratter all 

these are tentative and requires further in-depth enquiry and 

research to offer any concrete view. 
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Chaptu_I 

EVOWTIOlf OF NIZAMAT 

With the advent or the 18th century, the Mugbal Central 

umbrella ~as showing signs of disintegration under tba heavy 

'lleight of the intense economic crisis, poll tical turmoils and 

social chaOs. The forces or cohesion and conCiliation, which 

so long maintained the balance of tbe Mughal power had broken 

do\lin and the Empire was passing through a severe strain even 

during the lifetime of Aure.ngzeb. After his death, it soon got 

out of cootrol. Against this backdrop, ths elements - the 

nobility, which once acted as champion of Mugbal rule, no longer 

felt the necessity of saving the Empire !rom dissolution e1 tber 

by concentrating power or by carrying out reforms in the 

administrative system. Rather some ambitious nobles began 

devote their energies to carve out their ot~n separate prlnc1pa-

11ties.1 With the shr111kening of the Mughal authority, the 

focus of attention also diverted rrom centre to provinces which 

no'W became the cynocure of all activities. One after a~ther, 

kingdoms like, .A.wa.dh, Deccan and Bengal llere coming up and 

established. Thus, by the turn of the century, the great 

Mughal Empire-was giving place to tiny (•successor states') 

regional kingdoms, its own effective limits being shrunken 

before the middle o1' the century •to Delhi and its suburos• •2 

1. s .Chandra, t§rties and ~§ill!.ss at the Mggbtl Court (17.Cfl -40) 
Aligarh (1979, ed.), P• 2. 

2. P.Spear, T~il!ght ot the Mu&hals (Cambridge, 19)1). 



ll 

In the wake of these developments Bengal alSo emerged 

as a separate principality, Utilising his position, first as 

a Di~a!l and then Sube.hdar, Murshid Qull Khan and later his . 
successors, established a de facto independent Nizam!!_ in the 

province. But one soould keep it in mi.rxl that Bengal • s 

emergence as a separate Nizama~, ~as ~t in the same train; as 

we observe in other parts, where t~ adventurists perhaps wil ... 

fully endeavoured to carve out their own principalities. In 

Bengal, it seems to hava been more in a process of natural 

development. Herein lay the pecul.arity of Bengal's situation 

in comparison with other states. While the emergence of these 

separate principalities was almost a general phenomenon, 

differences were also there. Different authorities have signi

fied the phase in different terms.3 Ho~ver, this being the 

general pattern in all-India plane, in provincial level, 1 ts 

variation was visible, either in its structural form or in 

its nature of development. 

Unlike tbe earlier phase when the provincial government 

stood as a binge bet"'een the central government and the local 

elements acting as representatives of' the imperial author! ty 

and incorporating the local forces into tbe orbit of the 

Mughal system of governnent, its relationship in the prevailing 

----------
3. s.Chal'lira calls it '~ll.' {The 18th Cen~usy in India, 

csss, Calcutta 1986).p~; Richards views it as a proto
dynasty {Mughal .Adminlstr!tion in Go~enda, OUP~ 1975), p.300; 
and M.Alam calls it •New ubahdari• Crisis_,2f .tSmpire, OUP, 
1986 ), p. 69. 



state of affairs with the centre began to transform and the 

hold over the provinces slackened, thus giving way w the 

enhancement of powers of the provincial rulers. Grad11ally, 

as the years advanced, the focus of-relationship centred 

round the remittance of imperial revenues to Delhi. While 

the imperial government had remained satisfied with the regular 

flo., of revenues, the provincial government secured increased 

authority in exercising its ~ill more freely than before. In 

a sense, an unwritten writ of 11ndersta.nding vas reach8d betwe$n 

the two, in which the foxmer was to remain content \dtb the 

revenue ani the latter had the actual author! ty. one 
notable feature in this period of transition 'tlas the mperses

sion of the 121~an1 to that of Subahadar. trough in theory.) one 

was practically indepenient of the other. But though elsewhere, 

the Subahdar superseded all others, in Bengal, interestingly 

enough, the !!!!mat was established through the personage of 

the Diwan. The Di}lan. gained ascendancy to grab the post of 

~hdar, as t~e shall see later, and ensured his dominance by 

a variety of factors, to establish the Nizamat. In oontrast 

with other regions, it was a peculiar process of development. 

It is, therefore, necessary for us to know bow this came all 

about in which the Nizamat _found its way of fruition ani 

became the predominant feature of Bengal politics. 



t!le Classical Pattern of ~ghal Provincial Administration 

Before going over to this aspect, it is worth\ihile for 

us to look into tbe structure of Mughal provincial government 

to enable us to understand clearly the position of the 

~ubahdy. 

The structure of provincial govemment under the 

Mughals "'as, in a sense, an e::xact miniature of that of the 

central government. 4 As per Mughal·tradition of government 

in "Which provincial dyarchy "Was a notable feature, the head of 

the §J!Q!h "Was called !!l2_ahsaly.5 The !Whsal![, \las the 

viceregent of His Majesty, 6 appointed by an imperial order. 

Next to him, in official rank but not subordinate, in any "Way, 

"Was the lli!!!, "Who was appointed by the hasbul:..bukum, of the 

Emperor. These t'WO principal officers ~re practically in 

overall charge of the 'Wmle administrative machinery. They 

were to be guided in tte administration of the syb~,, by a 

Dastur ul-.Amal, -which was issued year after year by the Emperor 

and required to observe it strictly/ In this connection, it 

is important to note that along side men of position and 

4. J.N.Sarkar, Mugbal Administration (Orient Longman, first 
India edn., 1972'J,''""P:3~--

5· Ain-i-Akb!r~, vol.II,(tr.) H.S.Jarret (Calcutta, 1949), 
pp.iv-v; P. arant Provincial Goyeri".mentUnde&:.the Mug~ 
(Allahabad, 1941 J, p .1[)6. 

6. Mn-i-Akbai!, op.cit., p.37. This is a generic title 
unaergoing many changes like .§ubal'tiar, m~u and lastly 
Nazim. --

7. G.H.Salim, Riyaz us-Salatin (~!!!!) (tr.A.Salam, reprint, 
1 97 5 ) ' p • 2413: 



loyalty, royal P.rinces uere appointed as S!J.bahd!f.§ nso as 
' 

gradually familiarise them ~ith the administration and the 

actual assessment and collection".8 The purpose of this 

measure was to keep them familiar ~ith the affairs of the 

state so that they 'WOuld ~t be misguided and depended on 

their own virtue O\'ling to previous acquaintance. 9 The 

§.~ar ~as responsible for the e:zecutive, defence, criminal 

justice and general supervision; ~hile the }21)1!!! vas responsibl@ 

tor revenue administration and civil justice. They vere · 

assisted in their work by a number of subordinate officers, viz., 

the Bakshi or the paymaster, the ~' the ~' the ~~al, the 

t!!.£ Bahr or the officer in charge of different duties and ta:zes, 

the vaqia na~-1! or the ne~s-writer; occasionally another 

officer called &!£ vas appointed in some provinces. 10 This 

provincial dyarchy, one of the salient features or Mughal 

administration, -...;as, derived from Arabian sources, llitb a view 

to use it as checks and balances. "tn the early centuries of 

Arab ruie t..,a political functions t~ere sharply distinguished 

(in Egypt, viz.) the governorship and the treasury. The 

governor (called) !!!£ had control over the mUi tary and the 

8. §!sala-i-Ztr~ (tr.H.MUkhia in type-script). 

9. Ibid. 

10. Saran, op.cit., p.170. A. ChatterJee, Benfialin the 
nwn of Ayrangze.J2 (Delhi, 1967), pp.Jb:6 • 
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polit:e only... Along side of him, was tbe bead of the 

treasury (called) the !!11· .• these tw officers bad to keep 

strict watch on one aD..othsr". 11 

For our purpose, it ~ill be easy to u.nde rstand tbe 

significance of the office if we discuss tha duties ani func

tions of tha ~bf!!I in a bit detail. .As representative of 

the cro-wn t~ troops and people of the provinces were under 

him and tteir wel!are depended upon just administration. 

Therefore, be was to be ever watchful for the consideration 

of the people's prosper1ty. 12 In order to attain tbis object, 

he was given wide range of powers to discharge his duties. As 

tbe §.IA£ahdar made recommendations for appointments and promo

tions such as the governorShip of a slil-province, deputy 

governorship and other provincial officers, 13 the rerore,- the 

SubabdU, was to take care to recommend only vortby persons. 1lt. 

one of his very important duties was to administer justice in 

the dispensation of which be was enjoined to exercise foresight 

and impartial! ty. 15 He was not authorised to execute capital 

punishment, but to refer them to the centre and act 

11. Compare J .N. Sarkar, op.cit., p.5. ' 

12. Ain-1-Akba.£!, op.cit., p.37. 

13 • Saran, op. c1 t. , p. 187 • 

14. Sarkar, op.cit., p.39. 

15. Ain-i-Ak2!£1, op.cit., pp.38-39; Saran, O~·cit., p.185. 



thereof. He was enjoined to entrust each division of the 

kingdom, i.e., the !!uJdari areas of tbe. districts to zealou~ 

upright an! dutiful guards. 16 For secret information be vas 

to appoint intelligent ani honest man. While on tlle one band; 

as the guardian of the province he vas responsible for the 

safety and security of the people,on the other hand, be was to 

oversee tbe possibility of the augmentation of the economic 

resources. VJith this end in view, be was required to pay 

attention to the extension of agriculture and encourage the 

ryot17 to extend cultivation. He was given power to take stern 

actiori against refractory zamindars ·and lawless men, so that 

others take it as warning and pay revenue. 18 · 

The §llbahC!,u was also to collect tribute, due from 

vassal princes close to his jurisdiction and arrange for its 

safe convoy to the imperial cou.rt. But that authority did not 

extend over those province who had direct contact -with the 

central government. 19 

To maintain the dignity and high status of the office, 

as also to cutdown on his public appearances the ~ub~ar was 

ordered to refrain from doing certain things. He lias adviSed 

to exercise economy of words and behave carefully in society. 

16. Ibid. 

17. Ain-1-Akbari, op .<it., p. 39. 

18. Ibid.; Sarkar, op.cit., p.lt-1. 

19. Saran, op.cit., p.187; Sarkar, op.cit., p.lt-1. 
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He \las to shun undesirable compan.y am never let his income 

e:xceed his expenditure. He should not be placed anywhe·re 

permanently rather he should be ever ready for any transfer. 

In the discharge of his duties he \laS advised to be guided by 

a council of farsighted men. 20 The Subahd!£ t~as not 

permitted to assume royal airs or to imitate the imperial 

darbar \ihich llere the Special prerogative of royalty. In the 

sixth year or his reign, having come to know about tha 

behaviours of some governors in like manner, Jahangir ordered 

them not to sit in the Jbarokha, not to ask thei·r officers to 

keep guard on or salute them, not to have elephant fights, not 

to inflict punishment of blinding or mutUation, nor to confer 

titles on servants, nor order royal servants to do kotnlSb' or 

prostration, nor b.eat drums t~hen they went out, nor to seal 

anything they, wrote. 21 Besides, be was to report to the 

imperial court t'Wice in every month. 22 

The Diwa~, who was rival of the Sub&bda£ and the next 

most important officer acted direetly under orders of the 

imperial ~23 and t~as in every way, responsible to him. 

While the ~ru!~.t was the executive head, tbe 12ilt!!l was the 

bead of the revenue department and dealt mainly with financial 

matters. 

--------·-------------------
20. lln-1-Akbart, op.cit., pp.38-~0. 

21. !1!!!!2!ts or ,{ahangu (tr.Roge rs and Beveridge) quoted 1n 
S~ran, op.cit., p.18i. 

22. Sarkar, op.cit., P•39· 

23. Ibid. 



In the !!!!!~of appointme~t the DiY!.D vas given 

certain instructions about his nature of duties. As 1)1van 

be "Was to : "Cause the extension of culU vation and habi ta-

t ion, in the villages, 'Watch over the imperial treasury, that 

nobody may draw any money •ithout due warrant; see that no 

official (~) exacts any forbidden cess (a~8b)". 2~ At the 

end of every agricultural season be was to make a thorough 

check-up of the WJ:!!. ledgers to ascertain the amount due 

from them and report for dishonest !.!!Ua' s dismissals" to 

collect the arrears in easy instalments at the rate or five 

per cent am to realise the a~It. loa.ns.25 He was sometimes 

given the charge of the audit department and had full control 

over the allocation of expenditure to various departments. 26 

Thus both the ne two departments - §gbahdat and the 

Diwa~I - represented to parallel and mutually independent 

organizations in the province. This system was, as noted 

earlier,-'.in the nature of an administrative dyarcbY, in which 

the motive ¥.'as to create a most ·potent and reliable check and 

thus maintain balance bet't18en the highest officials in the 

province. In spite of the fact that both these two offices 

were fairly separate and acted quite independently, til! 

24. Saran, 9P'•cit., pp.190-91. 

25. Ibid. 

26. Ibid. 
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the §ybahdar enjoyed a higher rank and status and being 

eJecutive head of the government commanded greater prestige 

and honour in the puplic eye. The Mughals were not unaware 

of this danger. As a result, they devised \'lays and means to 

keep them under strict vigil. Admin! strati ve dyarchy itse 1f, 

~as a step to this end. At times, the central authority as 

a means of restraining the defiant mood of the ~ubatll!!I, 

enhanced the limits of authority of the Diw~ In the reign 

of Jahangir, ~hen corruption, evil ways and arrogance of Qasim 

Khan, t~ §.!!9!!bdar, required some check, the Emperor did the 

same by appointing Mukhlis Khan, at the combined office of the 

di'fl~baksQ! and :eSU.Ln!lliS of Bengal. He lias, even, given 

the autoority to dismiss the .§Bbahdar, if found unfit. 2? The 

most glaring example in this respect was, Aurangzeb's offertce 

and order, to Azim-Us-Shan, hi~ own grandson ~~hd§!, to quit 

Bengal, after having learnt about Azim-Us-Shan•s nefarious 

design to kill Murshid Quli. 28 Besides, the various mansabdars 

who performed administrative functions in the province 1n 

different capacities also acted as a check over the activi

ties of the viceroy. 29 T~ appointment of the lm.i!Lnawis, 

-------
27. 

28. 

T.Raychaudhuri, !!engal Under Ak,bar J.ni Jahang~r (Delhi, 
1969), P•54. 

Tarikh-i-Bangala (TB), Salim Allah (tr.Gladwin) (Calcutta, 
1?S8), pp.20-21; Riyaz (tr.), op.cit., pp.251-52. 

29. Raychudhuri, op.cit., p.55. 



organization of occasional tours etc., \'lere the other IJI8ans 

by -which the control YJas exercised. In the given set up, 

.toough both the offices were equal in theory, much could have 

differed, in changed circumstances, in practice. Given the 

propitious moment, opportunity and scope, there ·la7 enough 

room for the §J:l~at to extend authority and establish 

supremacy over the 12!)!!!!.1. As long as the authoritY' of the 

Central Government ~as strong enough to deal ~i th the provin

cial government as is seen in the seventeenth century, a 

subtle intangible bond acted as the strongest link between 

the Emperor and his men. In the face of sue h a situation, 

there was tl.lrdly any possibility or scope, for any SybatP~ 

to be po1Jerful enough, to gain ascendeney and carve out his 

own principality, since the central government had many ways 

to keep him in check. But once the po\116r or exercising 

control over the provinces slackened and the 'bond or loyalty' 

that kept its men Joint loosened, it exposed many· or the loop

holes in the given structure and foreshadowed the possibUity 

of the Subahdar• s hege~ny and the writ of his control over 
' the others as is evide~ed in the eighteenth century in 

different parts of the emp1re.3° 

30. For a detailed account see S.Chandra, Parttes an:l fqliti.£.§. 
~ the MuglJa-1-~tl,; J .:F .Richards, op.cit.; R.ttam; 
op.cit. 
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Ine Rise or Mursll!d Qu,li ~an 

Bengal, where the wars of conquest started comparatively 

late am the character of Mughal rule was like that of a foreign 

conquest in which the officers came and went, it required 

constant llatch and control, a well - tlx>ught-oU:t policy and 

high calibre - of administrative e.t'ficiency for the •.ork of 

consolidation to fructify. More so, in a region like Bengal, 

the task of consolidation lias rendered complicated by the nature 

of the country, its peculiar geography and unfriendly climate. 

The peculiar physical features of Bengal, its numerous inter

weaving rivers, streams, nalabs, canals, ·Swamps its damp and moist 

air its prolonged rains for almost half the year, its numerous 
('() ' ' 6- thick forests, also its peculiar vegetation, ab se't't:e of tJbeat and 
r-
r< barley, all these made communications difficult. Tbe Mughal 

~ officers disliked to be p~sted 1n Bengal.31 Moreover, the -
\- Mughals were '«eak in naval warfare and had to depend to a large 

extent on the local forces for infantry and "t~arboats. The dis

inclination of the Mughal officers to serve in the province 

owing to c~1mate32 points to Bengal's peculiar geography. With 

this, was added the refractory nature or the local magnates. 

The recurring revolts of the frontier rajas and zamindars, the 

----------------·----------------
31. H~~mrx of Beq~al (!m,l, 

1 ' pp .24;- 6. 
vol.II (J.N.Sarkar, ed., Dacca, 

3 · op cit p .247. f ., . ., 
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late conquest of Chittagong are indicative of this unsawury 

fact. 33 The work of cona:>lidation, along side expansion 

really began, when deviating from the normative practice of 

three years• standing Subahdars were appointed fqr longer 

terms and the office was conferred either on members of the 

royal family or to tbe kinsmen or to men of high repute. 34 

The longer periods of office and the connection with the royal 

house served as a strong ground for the ~bahd§rS and hence 
support 35 they could rely much on soliCi. fro'ID the imperial court. In 

consequence, it implied vesting of more powers and more liberty 

in action in the hands of the Subahdars. Tapan Raychaudhuri 

aptly rema.krs, that Delhi and its Pad!!!!!!, \'If! re, inclesd very 

far a\olay in the minds or the contemporary Benglai. There the 

§ubahdar was a king, apparently a suzerain, over the more 

familiar vassal kings - the local zamind~rs. 36 Ir~eed, the 

situation did not alter much in subsequent years. Rather in 

the declining years or Mugbal rule, the idea found ample scope 

to be sufficiently nurtured. 

33. The Rajas of Tippfrah, Assam and Kuch Bihar, who called 
themselves chatar dhari and tbe zamindars of Sirbhum and 
Bisbnupur thOugh subjugated, were not fully subdued and 
raised their beads whenever opportunity came and even 
minted coins after in their own names. Salim .Allah, 
Tarikh±~&l!... p.56;R_1jaL,. p.257. 

34
• ~~~~s~~::k~~~t~~~~1~~~~ia-~i~'1f~·iRv!'-~;~;~r~~h:r~~two 

Khan for 23 years (1664-88) with 2 years break and Azim-us
Sban for 10 years (1698-1707). 

35· HB, ~l.II, p.316. 

3 6. T. Raychaudhuri, op. cit., p .40. 
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Any study of tre N~z§.ma~ in Bengal, therefore, has to 

be made against this backdrop, ~hen tts cba.Ui of imperial 

control was fast receding arxi the face or a regional principa

lity was in the offing. 

In this perspective, the rebellion of Sbobha Singh, 

the zamindar of Chetoah Bardah in 1696,37 tbretJ the whole 

administration in Bengal in total disarray and caused conster

nation in the minds of people. The almost unhindered progress 

of Shobha Singh and later his associate Rahim Khan, till they 

received the first rebuff at the bands or the Dutch in Cbinsura, 

stx>wed tbe utter helplessness of administration in Bengal, 

'Which in tre opinion of Aniruddha Ray had created a ~ccum•. 

As the Europeans ~ere not ~illing to oome forward, the rebels 

merely tried to fill up the vaccum.38 Whatever might be the 

ideas of the rebels, the dimension of the revolt, with the 

joining to it, by some local zamindars with 1000 cavalry, took 

a serious turn.39 The situation .. as grim and necessitated 

stern action. The imperial authority rose from their slumber 

and Azim-us-Sban 'W8.S neputed as ~bahdar. Peming the arrival 

oi' A.zim-us-Sha'h, Zabardast Khan, was sent in, 'tlbo brought to 

an end, the challenge thrown b·y the rebels. Azim-us-Shan \las 

For an account of Sbobha Singh's revolt see, ~' pp.6-11; 
Rivaz, pp .231-43; A.Roy, "The. Revolt of Shobha Singh -
A Case Study", Bengal Past. L,nd Present .. (Jatf.) ( 1969-70) 
pp.56-75. 

38 • .A..Roy, op.cit., p.70.• 

39. Ibid., p.63. 



fo llo\!Jed in, by Mirza Hadi, better known as Mursbid Quli Khan, 

in 1700, as the !lll!~ of Bengal. As an able and loyal officer, 

Murshid Qull got into the good graces or Emperor Aurangzeb. 40 

The appointment of Murshid Quli Khan, ·as the Diwan 

heralded a ne-w era in the history of Bengal. Not only did it, 

'otJitness the setting up of a new pattern or provincial administra· 

tion, as a matter of fact, it convulsed the entire Bengal polity 

as well. The focus of attention which started shifting from 

centre to provinces now also drew the attention of Bengal. In 

other words, this development, ho~soever limited in scale, 

lends support to the the.ory that able and efficient personali

ties in stead of serving the cause of tbe state directed their 

energy an:i strength to found their own autonomous rUle. Murshid 

Quli' s tenure of office during the reign of Aurangazeb, can be 

said to have formed tbe formative phase in the evolution of 

Nizamat. In fact, during this time, Murshid Quli acquired 

such a status that it became the stepping stone in his future 

career. However, this development brings forth two things: 

the political condition of the country in the 18th century and 

the structural lacunae wbtcb lay in the nature Of relationshipS 

between the centre and the provinces. JJ.. short sketch of 

Murshid Quli Khan "ill help us understani this aspect. 

---------------------------
40. fi!yaz, p.247. 
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Murshid Quli, a man of proven ability was sent to the 

province with specific instructions to try to increase the 

revenue. This decision ~as taken into consideration of the 

fact that Bengal was sufficiently under assessed and the 

increased -income was being appropriated by the zamindars.41 

In the very first year, after assessing accurately the imperial 

revenue and Sair taJtes, MLirshid Quli was able to send one crore 

of rupees to the central treasury. 42 Tbe Emperor- was so satis

fied that his plan of revenue reform {i.e. transferring of 

jagirs from Bengal to Orissa) met \!lith approval from the centre. 

Besid.es, by curtailing the e:xpenditure in the public department 

he effected enhanced revenue which immensely raised his status 

before the Emperor. This is evidently seen in his dealings 

with Azim-us-Shan. 43 

Besides tbe Emperor's permission to the decision to 

transfer the capital without prior consent from tbe Centre and 

rename tbe town from Maksudabad to Murshidabad after his own 

name speaks in itself of the Emperor• s esteem for this n:>ble 

off1cer.44 Side by side, his power was being increased. 

Having been appointed initially as tbe Diwan of Bengal and 

orissa, and faqjda_r or Murshidabad, '111 thin a very short span 

41. Risala-1-Zira~, p .14. 

42. RiY!Z, p.248. 

43. Murshid Quli's growing influence infuriated AZim-us-Sban 
and he plotted to kill Murshid Qull Khan. Tbe attempt 
failed and Azim-us-Sban was aked to quit Bengal an:l with
draw to Bihar. ~' pp.249-52; Tarikb-e-~naala, pp.20-21. 

44. 1!2 {tr.), p.21; B.u~, p.251. 
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ot· time he was appointed faujs!y of Syl.b9t, Midnapur, Burdwan 

and Cuttack. By 170..., be became tte Submhda&: or Orissa, the 

~i,.,an of Bihar and the ~jdar of five districts. His l.!!!n!l!Q. 

was also raised !rom 1500 zat/1000 ~I to 2000 !Ji/1100 

Sawar~5 In this way, he was the executive head of one province 

and almost half of Bengal, besides, holding the office of 

Diwan~ More than that, the fact that he was the highest 

imperial officer present in Bengal invested him with bo~ur 

and prestige am raised him greatly in the estimation of the 

people. 46 Even the appointments and dismissals for subordin

ate offices were made according to his recommendation. 4? The 

Emperor• s good grace and eulogy for MurShid Quli is renected 

in his letters. 48 

In the midst of all-round crisis in 'Which the Emperor 

found himself captive, the unflinching loyalty and support of 

Mursbid <.!ull, regular despatch of huge amount of revenue to 

the centre, veritably er.banced his position and status and 

made him almost unassailable before tbe eyes or the other 

local officials. 

------------------------------
45. !m, vol.II, p .399; A.Karim, Mursbid Qul1 and HiUimes 

\Dacca, 1963), pp.23-24. 

46. Karim, ibid., p~24. 

47. Sayyid Akram Khan and Shu7auddin Muhammad Khan were 
appointed as his deputy in Bengal ani Orissa. In Bihar, 
his deputy was his nominee. 

48. Compare, l!i, vol.II, pp.401-02. 



Thus in Aurangzeb'S reign, the status ~hich he acquired 

-was to prove of' immense utility in future career. The Ill!!!! • s 

ascendency over the §ub~J: showed signs or future develop

ment in Bengal politics. 

Soon after the death of Aurangzeb, the imperial Court 

politics, through the me.cbine.tion of .A..zim-us-Shan, fo reed 

Murshid Quli Khan out of Bengal and -~ "Was transferred to 

Deccan as l21"«an~ For full t._o years (1708-09 ), Murshid Quli 

was out of Bengal. But the murder of his successor, Ziaullah 

Khan by the naqdi troops in the streets of Murshidabad, 

necessitated the recall of Murshid Quli Khan in Bengal in 1?10. 49 

The recall of Murshid ~uli demonstrated the competency and 

importance of Murshid Quli for Bengal. It is not unnatural 

that the Emperor's (Bahadur Shah-1) financial distress5° and 

the apprehension of financial disorder as also his proven 

capabUity and loyalty might have necessitated his recall. 

During the period of turmoil ani the wars of succession 

follo-wing the death of Babadur Shah in 1712, Murshid Quli 

maintained neutrality and sho-wed fidelity to the crown, with

out getting }.limself involved to either of the party. To him 

\IJbosoever, was, on the throne, was his master and he stuck to 

tbat principle strictly. In consonance4 with that principle, 

49. Bengal Public Consultations (BPC): P/1/2, 31st March 1?10. 

50. "Financial Problems of the Mughal Government During 
FarUkhsiyan• s Reign", z.u .Malik, 1!!9-ian E~(lm!un-2.,_§g£.!11l 
-tiistory Reyi~, 1967, vol.IV, no.2, pp.26 - • 
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Murshid Quli, inspite of having strained relations, sent 

presents am tributes and remitted the entire balance of the 

impgrial re~enue, when Farrukhsiyar captured the throne.5 1 

This was l'b ordinary act in such a delicate situation, and 

paid rich dividends when be was rewarded ~itb the office of 

deputy Subal'X1ar. His regularity in se::,nding the imperial 

revenues, his neu trail ty and early acquaintance brought about 

this reconciliation. 52 Though the Suballi~J:! was held by 

Farkhundsiyar, the i!lfant son of Ifarrukbsiyar and then by 

Mir Jumla, Murshid Quli was, in fact, the real admillistrator 

of the province, as tbe Subahdar was an infant and Mir Jumla 

never visited the province. Thus it opened up a new vistas 

in the career of Murshid Quli as llell as 1 t strengthened the 

basis of ~!!!· While elsewhere the country was being 

convulsed by revolts and sedition, Bengal remained free from 

these troubles. Murshid Quli Khan ruled the province '~lith 

great vigour. 53 

With tbe conferment of the Subah~a.x:i 54 am elevation 

of rank to 7000, on Murshid Qul1, the process of the making 

of a new Nizamat was facilitated to veer round that direction ·--
by the course of happenings. 

----------
51. Bi.~ p.273. 

52 • Karim, o p • cit • , p • 49 • 

53. Rtyaz, p.276; ~' p.60. 

54. Karim disputes Sarkar•s date of 1717 cy ascribing it in 
1715-16. 



Murshid ((uli Khan, now became the undisputed leader of 

Bengal, ani the centre-province relations entered into a new 

phase. In this sense, t~ conferment of ~Q!}Jdar,! upon Mu.rshid 

~uli Khan can be said to have formed the dividing line in its 

relations with the centre. With the cessation of the regular 

practice of deputing officials from the centre to the provinces 

(1713~5 and the alienation of the provi~ial hierarchy, the 

organic link, which, so long bad tied Bengal with the centre, 

came to an end. With this, the main structure of Mugbal 

provincial government, i.e.,· duality in administration and as 

its corollary, checks and balances, between the NaZi,m am the 

Di\(~ broke down. 

The result was· obvious. The ~!!!!, Murshid Quli Khan, 

got ample scope and opportunity to usurp power and establish 

his hegemony over all others. Now we shall see how the Nazim, 

in the changed circumstances effected his authority. 

once the evolution of this Nizamat was effected as 

distinct from that or tm centre, it is worthwhile to inquire 

in libat -way, and to what extent, w.as 1 t successful to impose 

its hegemony over the province. So far as the outward mani

festation of the Nizamat was concerned tl'Ere was hardly any 

show-off during the reign of Mursh1d_ Quli Khan. Being a man 

of plain and simple living and an austere person all tY.: in the 

-----------------------
55 • @, vo 1. I I, p • 41 0. 



exposition of pomp and splendour Murshid was more concerned 

with the idea of streamlining the admini.strati ve super

structure. More than that he never attempted to assert his 

independence. Rather, besides, the sending of annual revenue 

and costly presents like tangan horse, elephants, s,ital~!. 

ivory, musk,56 at ceremonial functions, as a loyal imperial 

servant, he strictly observed the rules of corxl.uct prescribed 

for the governor. He never used the Imperial fleet to hiS 

personal use and when in the rainy seasons tbe Imperial war

vessels came out from Jahanginagar (Dacca), he received it 

-with ce rem::>ny and salute. 57 

Ho"Wever, he visualised that the Mughal Empire was 

nearing 1 ts end and if he were to stan:i and rule, he must 

strengthen and accumulate po..,er in his o'dn hands, barring 

"Ahich it 'fK)Uld be difficult to maintain peace and order and 

the office of the Nazim would lose its meaning. It might be 

true that Mursbid Quli Khan intended to strengt~en the Mughal 

administrative structure by centralising the administration 

, as Karim puts it, but it cannot be denied that the ultimate 

effect of it was opposite. It led to the strengthening of 

the hands of the ~~ and in consequence, tO the establish

ment of a ne'W !ii!.!!!!~ based on local forces. 

56. Riyaz .. p. 260; Z .u .Malik, ThLReign of Muha.mmag, Shap, 
Bombay, 1967, p.235. 

57. Riya~,_ p. 281. 
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The process tovards the beginning of a ne'd !izam~t was 

started-off through the institution of an emerging ruling 

class. This was effected first, by rallying round the Diwan 

- the close relatives, kinsmen, confidants and fortune-seekers -

and later from amongst the natives of the province itsel!. 

Since the Mughal conquests and tbe introduction of 

Persian as official language, many Bengali Muslims and Hindus 

were enticed to learn Persian, in order to have a career in 

the secretarial work of the Mughal provincial administration. 

Though the high posts am offices 'dere reserved for men includ .. 

ing the Khatris and Kayasthas of upper India, 5.S the scope for 

recruits at the lo-wer levels 'dare thro'Mtl open to the local 

people. It thus opened a new vistas for career for the 

Bengal.f~s. 

When Murshi:i Quli Khan came as l2!'48ll in Bengal, the 

Mughal Empire 'das already in deep crisis and the revenues of 

Bengal helped it much in meeting the increasing financial 

burden. As a result, tm actions of Murshid Quli Khan. -were 

receiving easily royal sanctions. Both Salim Allah ani 

Ghulam Hussain Salim write, that Mursbid Quli•s influence with 

the Emperor was so great that all appointments 1n Bengal "Were 

made solely at his recommendations and 'WithOut his consent it 

58. ~ II, p.223. 



'WaS impossible to obtain royal assent to any applications. 59 

Already in Aurangzeb' s reign, Murshid Quli Khan was allowed 

to appoint Syed Akram Kha."l and Shujauddin Muhammad Khan, his 

t~o relatives as his deputies in Bengal and Orissa respec

tively.60 Also, at his recommendations, Na~ab Saif Khan was 

appointed .tru!jdat of Purnia. 61 Abdur Rahman was appointed 

mogha of Na1,11arah, t~ ne'-ls writers - Salimullah ani Md. 

Khalil - were dismissed and a posting to Orissa vas ca,celled 

at his complaint. Fourteen relatives of Murshid Quli who came 

from Iran, -were, all given mansabs and appointed to various 

posts. 62 Since 1712 neither Murshid Quli, nor his successors, 

could look for1,11ard to Delhi for help and support. They were 

to dra'W treir men and muscle from the insulated Mugbal officials, 

relatives and from the natives of Bengal itself. It thus 

offered, in an indirect 1,11ay, ample scope and opportunity 

before the native Bengalees, who came to fill up the different 

posts and offices, like gnnungos, Di'ians, Wllu.!, ~-h~~d-~uri_s, 

etc. This probably e:xplains, during tm reign of Murshi:l Quli, 

the increase in number of Bengalee Hindu officials, mainly 

from amongst the Brahmins, Vai~~' Kalastha and Moiru. 63 

------ ------------------
59· Riyaz, p.260; ~' p.60. 

60. Rinz, p .25~ • 

61. l!iiaz .. p .36-37; BDG, Purnia. 

62. Compare Hi-II, p.402 which cites Ahkam 115a, 2186, 220a, 
216. 

63. Karim, op.cit., p.218; ~~ p.410. 



A look into the officials of Mursbid Qu.li 'ftill help us 

deter.nine this aspect of Nizamat. Already 'fte have seen that 

Shuja-ud-Din Muhammad Khan ani Syed Akram Khan were his 

deputies. After the death of Akram, Syed Razi Khan, son-in

law of Shuja-ud-Din was appointed to the post of Diwan 1n 

Bengal. 64 After his demise Sarfaraz, Murshid Quli' s grandson, 
6J 

was enrolled into the same office. ' Of the three deputies, 

in Dacca, during his tenure, Md.A.li Khan, Itisam Khan and then 

his son, the last two were his relations.66 But the nature of 

relationship is not known. Mirza Lutfullah, son-in-law of 

Shuja-ua:.Din Md. Khan was for a time deputy governor of Dacca. 67 

Among his fauj.Q.!£!, Muhamnad Taqi Kha.rt, son of Shuja-ud-Din, 

\lias the faujdar of Balasore, Muhammad Khan, his special 

disciple become the faujdar of Mursbidabad and the oommander 

of the army. 68 After the death of Abu Turab, a relative of 

Azim-us-Shan, and the faujdat of Bhusnah, while leading a 

campaign against Sitaram, the zamindar of Bhusnah, Hossain 

Ali Khan, brother-in-law of Murshid Quli Khan, ,as appointed 

to that post. 69 Among the if!.!!.i~ of Hooghly, Wali Beg, Mir 

Nasir and Mirza .A.hsanullah, ·were his close associates and 

·-------·--------·----
64. Riyaz, p .... 265. 

65. Ibid., p.274. 

66. Karim, op .cit., p.64. 

67. Ri!!Z, p.274. 

68. Ibid., p.271· 

69. Ibid., p .272. 



portege.7° Besides, generals like Mir Banagali, Syed Anwar 

Jaunpuri, who spearheaded campaign against Rashid Khan and 

Muhammad Jan, the thana~t of Katwa and Murshidganj adored 

him and rendered faithful services. 71 

Among the officers of the Q!~~ department Diwa'1, 

Bhupat Rai, and Krishna Rai, whom Murshid Quli brought from 

Delhi, Darab Narain Qanungo and his son,Sbiv Narayan, Jai 

Narayan Talpatra Qanungo, his son, Srikrishna72 all deserve 

notice. 

In the altered political atmosphere or uncertainty and 

contusion Murshid Quli Khan, first by utilising tbe services 

of this loyal and fai tbful 'and or officers and secondly by 

gaining complete mastery over the revenues of Benga173 got 

ample scope and opportunity to exploit the situation to his 

favour. With this was added the financial difficulties of the 

Mughal Emperors, "'hich gave chance to persons like Murshid 

Quli to assert· their position and dominate them.7lt This is 

highlighted through the following cases. one Anandanarayan, 

zamindar of the Chaklah Rajshabi, once withheld payment of 

revenue and decided to fight in collusion with Ghulam Muhammad 

------------------
70. Riiaz, pp.262-63, 28~. 

71. Ib~d•, pp.270-71, 279. 

72. Ib,_cl., p.262t S.Akhtar, Role of tm Zami:Qurs i!l Bengal 
(Dacca, 1982 J, p .41. 

73. For revenue reforms see Karim, op.cit., pp.89-93; Fifth 
Report II, p.174, 19lt-20~; S.Akhtar, Zam1nqars, pp.25:)o. 

7~· "Financial Problems of the Mughal Government During 
Farrukhsiyars Reign", Indi!!n.Jison:>mic and Social Histo_n 
~~' vol.IV, 196?, p.265. 
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and Kalla Jamadar. Murshid Quli sent his officer Muha'1Ullad Jan, 

to fight them, in 'Which Gulahm Samadar was killed and 

Anandanarayan committed suicide. Therefore, Murshid Qull 

transferred his zamindari to. tw~ Bengal zamindars - Ramjivan, 

brother of Raghunandan, the Qanungo and Kali Kun\lar.?5 .A.ccord ... 

ing to Mughal practice, all accounts relating to the provincial 

administration were to be signed by the two Qanungos. one 

Darab Narayan, one of the t'Wo qanungos, once refused to put 

his signature and placed Murshid ~uli Khan in trouble. Murshid 

~uli caused his death at a suitable time and allotted his ten 

an nas of the Qanungo ship to his son, Shi vnarayan and si:x !!2.~ 

to Jai Narayan, a loyal officer of the ~wan, who bad signed 

the Accounts.76 These t\lo persons later on under the patronage 

of tbe Nazim founded two zamindari houses.77 

In another case, Murshid Quli Khan• s supreme position 

in the state was seen in his dealing \lith the l!~~.of 

Hooghli. The office of the fiujdari of Hooghl'l. vas hitherto 

directly under the Emperor and was quite independent of the 

~ahd~t1 As this divided authority caused inconvenience, 

on Murshid Quli Khan • s representation, therefore, the faujdari 

of the post of Hooghl"!, \lhich was till then the chief port of 

-------
75. fi!I~ p.259· 

76. Ibid., PP• 252, 262. 

77. S.Akhtar, op.cit., pp.39, 40-41. 
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Bengal, was brought under his authority as an appen:iage to the 

!!lzamat. Not only that, Murshid Quli succeeded in placing his 

oY~n deputy, wall Beg as tis !!ujdar of the port. 78 

The revolt of Sitaram, the Zamindar of Bhusnah, in t~ 

§Arm of Mabmudabad and the murder of Abu Turab, the fauJMr, 

by the former threw a direct challenge to the authority of 

Murshid Quli. This perfidious act of Sitaram, infuriated 

Murshid Quli too much. Appointing Hasan Ali Khan, his own 

brother-in-la~, as fauidar ot Bhusnah, Murshid Quli sent a 

large force against him. He also ask~ the neighbouring 

zamindar~ to assist the fauJdaJ: failing which their zamindari s 

would be lost and thus Murshid Quli brought about his downf'a.ll. 

Sitaram•s zamindari was confiscated and made over to Ramjivan, 

the zaminiar of Raj shahi. 79 In another occasion, two Afghan 

zamindars of Jonki Sarubpur in the Sarkar of Mahmudabad, who 

were notorious in their lawlessness and pillaged revenues of 

the surrounding territories, were dealt with severely and had 

their zamindaris, settled with his favourite Ramjivan.ao 

Thus, Murshid Quli Khan, by applying a rigorous revenue 

policy, helped in the process of creating a loyal class of 

zamindars. In fact, of the greater zamindaris of 18th century 

78. Riyaz, pp.262-63. 

79. Rinzz, pp .266-67 

8 0 • Ibid • ' p • 17 8 • 
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Bengal, Raj Shahi, and t~o others - Muktagacha and Momenshahi -

were created by applying this policy. 81 In a bid, to secure 

punctilious and increasing flo~ of revenues to the centre, 

Murshid Quli helped in the gro~th of the already existing 

za.mindaris like, Burd-wan, Silbersa Seoraphuli! Rokumpur, Ne.~ia, 

Muktagacha, Yousufpur etc. In fact, the history of the larger 

zamindarts sho-ws that Murshid Quli made it a policy to increase 

tbe power of some of the loyal and big zam1ndars •. 

The actions of Murshid Quli foreshadowed two things: on 

the one hand, it preemptorily proved that Mursbid Quli was a 

stern administrator and lawlessness had no place in his 

administration - be it the defaulting zaminde.rs, insolent 

officers or his o~n son ·- whom it is said, he had slaip. to 

avenge the death of an oppressed man. 82 He had struck such a 

terror in t~ hearts of tbe mutas§.ddis, e!ls, !aminda!§, 

~~0&2! and other officers that they remained always in 

duress. 83 Secondly~ this was more important, it "daS helping 

in the process of the creation of a loyal class of zaminiars -

officers. Being the sole authority in matters appointments, 

promotions and dismissals and by depriving the defaultink and 

insolent zamindars and conferring their properties, instead 

on a loyal group of men, Murshid Quli Khan bound them up, to 

---------------------
81. S.Akhtar, ill1~ru, p.31. 

82. Rimz, p.282. 

83. Ibid., p .258. 



a personal bond of allegiance and fourided the Nizamat based - -
on local strength. The political atmosprere in Bengal had 

developed in such ~ay, that Murshid Quli found a new class 

of men, looking to him at the head of the administration •as 

their sole benefactor•. Murshid Quli adroitly, utilised the 

services of this group to fill up tbe vaccum and run the 

administration to his interests. 

Therefore, it seems plausible, that a sort of give and 

take policy developed bet\tJeen the Nazim and the group, result

ing in a new balance. When Shuja-ud-Din came to the tbro ne 

-this group found its expression in the composition of the 

Triumvirate Council84 consisting of Haji .Ahmad, Alivardi Khan, 

Diwan Ala.mChand and .Jagat Seth. But it will be "rong to assume 

it as a bureaucratic superstructure, or as a solid bloc. 

Rather it 'Was a group of different men with diverse interests 

who came close to rally round the Nazim with their dependents 

as it suited their interests. Hence, in this period of transi

tion, the peculiar setting of Bengal politics, their policy, 

~as directed towards strengthening the hands of Naz!m,, on the 

one bani_, and on the other, their own interests too, by having 

a more amenable Nawab. This policy found its expression after 

the death of Murshid Quli Khan. The Calcutta Council reported: 

84. J!.!m, pp .294-95; ~ir-~::.M_a,takherin (tr.) (Calcutta, 
1902), p .280. 
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"That SooJah Cawn being arrived on this side Ballasore, great 

numbers !rom Muxidevad are gone to meet him. That several of 

the Rajahs and zamindars, vacqueels have visited and received 

seerpaus !rom him. That on his approach they will seni their 

vacqueels to pay their compliments and if. the Nawab approves 

of it, they will pay their respects to him also and if they 

saw Futtichund saw has n:Jt 'the sway, with him, as. he had w1 th 

Jaffer Ca-wn, tbey wlll not fail to solicite him !or the mint". 85 

Thus a pyramid-type structure was evolved 1n which the ~~ 

was seated at the top. 

Further, the imposition of abw§b from 1722, onwards 

over the zamindars is an emphatic assertion of .Nizamat over the 

subordinate elements. The policy of lev)1.ng !12~ lias new and 

a break with the traditions.86 

When Shuj auddin came to the m~llad the hegemony of the 

!!!~at took such a concrete shape that be did not have to 

stick to any rigorous measure lil!e his predecessor, in 

administrative affairs. So, he on his accession, could order 

the release of defaulting zamindars and ask for regular pay

ment without having taken recourse to any harsh measure.~ He 

began to behave in such manner as would have indicated the 

85. Bengal Publ1s~sultation. (BPC l, August 14, 1727, P /1/6. 

86. J .Grant, "Historical and Comparative Analysis of the 
Finances of Bengal", IJ!L_Fifth Report, II, p .209. 

87. Seir ul ~akherin, op.ci t., vol\r, pp.279-80. 



changed political atmosphere in Bengal. We should judge his 

'parapbennalia of royalty and armaments', his building of 

grand palaces, arsenal, gateway and other offices in the light 

of this changed situation, which in normal case ~ould not have 

been feasible. 88 He introduced, in clear deviation of Mug hal 

norms, the practice of weighing himself against gold and 

silver on his birth anniversary. 89 That he deemed and 

behaved like a full-bloodied monarch, is, indirectly corobo

rated by Salimullah when he says, "In alfOrd, by his general 

conduct in the commencement of his government, the shewed 

himself deserving of his good fortune". 90 

By 1740, the most important chain of link .bet'-'18en the 

centre and t~ province came to an end, with the complete stOp 

of sending tribute to Delhi. Alivardi without caring at all 

for the centre, grabbed the mansad with the help Of thiS group. 

A.nd too Emperor of Delhi had no other way but to recognise tbe 

Uit accompli in order that some money would be available. 

The Nizamat, tbus, in all its intents and activites, c~ to 

be represented as a separate entity. The way .Alivarid Khan 

got his favourite Sirajuddaulah, an inefficient ani corrupt 

youth, even knowing all his frailties,· Saddled on the masnad 

88. Riyaz, p. 290; 

89. TB, p.75. 

90. Ibid. 
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of Murshidabad, against the stiff opposition both from the 

House and Court officials, demonstrated clearly that the 

idea of Nizama~ as more or less a personal possession of the 

~1!ai!L had taken root. Tre new ~awab, in order to curb the 

po-wer and influence of some of the chief supporters of the 

old Na\lab, displaced many of the officers of the old regime 

and filled the vacancies '-lith his own young men.91 The 

emphatic manner, with which these changes were effected 

speaks in itself of the power and position of the NaiJ.m and 

~he· supremacy of the will and act of the Nazi!!. That the 

!!l!amat md lost its po-wer and position, very sho.rtly, is a 

different story, which 'fias the outcome of the operation of an 

alien factor, in collusion \lith some disgruntled native 

elements. 

The Cent~vince Relations 

Now it might be enquired into the nature of relation

ships bet-ween the Centre and the provinces in this altered 

situation. One thing is, however, clear, that at ~ time did 

the !3_zim~ of Bengal, disown allegiance to the Emperor. 

Ratoor on all occasions the ~~!!!!. \18ra apt to get their 

actions sanctioned by tb! Emperor and sought "to be glorified 

by being invested with titles am oonours. When Muhamnad 

&hah ascended the throne, he confirmed Murshid Quli Khan in 

--------~ 

91. s.C.Mukherjee, The Ca~~-Q!_fiaia purl~~!! (Varanas1, 
1974), p.30. 



his office and Mursbid Quli sent treasllre and presents in 

retur.t. One writer has commented that his policy \:las to set 

up his o'W!l power and that of his family in Bengal mth full 

concurrence and legal sanction of the Emperor an::l it was 

never his aim to use the pov1er to defy the centre or to : 

destroy its legitimate rights. 92 But 1 t would be too much to 

say that Murshid acted consciously to grab power in his own 

bands. The situation \<iaS as such that the Mugbal Emperors 

~ere too powerless to do anything and if the province were to 

maintain law and order, some sort of concentration of power 

within the subah \las inevitable and this led bim to central! se 
. --

po\ler in his own ha.nds. There can be n> doubt, that the 

foundation of the regime was so well entrenched that it was 

impossible to overthrow them without the risk of jeoparadizing 

the stable administration and the existing harmony in centre 

province relations. 93 

Follo'Wing in the fQ)tsteps of Mursbid Quli, Shujauddin, 

Sarfaraz Khan and even ilivardi - though he secured the throne 

by the force of his strength - all on their accession sent 

~A!!n! and received titles and robes of honour in recognition 

of their Nizamat. The besto\lal of hon:>urs and titles to 

------------------------------
92. Z.U.Malik, Ih~ Reign 2£_~§h~, Bombay, 1977, p.235. 

93. Ibid., p.236. 



other members of the family was preferred94 as that would 

raise their status and ga~ them a sort of sublimity in the 

eyes of their local subordinates. 

Alivardi' s allowance of the royal practice of dis

patching the esc heated prOperty of Rs.40 lakh s of the deceased 

Sarfaraz Khan and Rs.14 l.akhs on account of tribute to the 

centre through his representative Murid Khan~5 are all proofs 

of the existence of some sort of Mughal royal authority over 

the !f!zam~. 

The currency, that was in circulation in Bengal was 

not the currency of the Nazims, but it bore the marks of the 

Mughal Emperor. A case in point, was the coining of sicca~ 

in favour of Nadir Shah, when he invaded Delhi, by Sarfaraz, 

through the machination of the Triumvirate Council. Again, 

the same Council exploited the issue to their ad vantage by 

carrying the tales to the Mughal Emperor on Nadir Shah • s 

withdrawal, that coins were issued in the name of the invader. 

They thus secured a royal patent to overthrow Sarfaraz.96 

Similarly the continuance of the tradition of reading, 
I 

K~faah, on the occasion of any new Emperor by the Nazims iS 

---------------------------------
94. ru..m •. p. 322; Ta[!kh-!-J3an~g~ Mahabat J !,!!&,!, Yousuf Ali 

""{tr.A. :Subhan) '"{"calCutta·, f 2 , p.19. 

95. RiY§z,_ p .322; Yousuf Ali, op .cit., w .19-20. 

96. Riyaz, pp.309-10. 



another proof of the ackno'flledgement of the Mughal Suzera.inty 8 

Above all .,as the issue of imperial revenues to Delhi. 

The regular and punctilious despatch of imperial revenue to 

the tune of Rs.one crore and some lakhs97 every year to Delhi 

even as late as 1740, proves categorically that the ~~ 

did never attempt to disown allegia'lce to the centre. A.s a 

matteT of fact, the Ni~~ owed its emergence as a separate 

anti ty to the regular flo'll-of tribute to Delhi. Even the 

cessation of the practice of remitting tribute to Delhi since 

the time of .Ui vardi, may be attributed to the Maratha am 

Afghan invasions. ·In fact, about the year 1743, Alivardi 

evaded payment on the prete:xt of Maratha incursions. The 

menace had affected the position of the Nawab to such a pitch 

that he himself had been forced to take .~:casaal aids• from 

the Europeans traders and principal zamindars. 9 8 The success 

of the Nazims in the maintenance of internal peace and order, 

had its effects also in their rela tioris 'fli th the cent·re, whi cb 

diminished the prospect of any interference by the centre. 

Taken as a whole, the mutual relationship between the 

centre and the Nizamat \lith the advance of years became more 

formal than real. As a matter of fact, the Naz!,!' s firm hold 

-------------------------~-----
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J .Grant, ".Analysis", F1ftb .. J1e"Qotl,, II, p.289. 

}2haratch&ng,I~ franthayal1. (Basumati), p.6; K.K.Dutta, 
Ali vard_l.A!!4. H s Times, (Calcutta, 1963), p .141· 



over the sub~h, their remarkable success in the maintenance 

of internal peace and order, paving the way for augmentation 

of trade and commerce, and above all, the regular despatch of 

revenue precluded the possibility of any inte rfe renee by the 

centre, in the affairs of Bengal. The invasion of Nadir Shah, 

had dealt the Mughal centre such a death blo-w, that it became 

powerless to do anything, when Alivardi literally usurped the 

po'-ler from Sarfaraz Khan whose governorship it had legitimated. 

It became merely a sepctator to the on-goings in Bengal. So 

the Mughal authority had to remain content with whatever 

semblance of recognition ,as sho,n, to it by the Nizamat. 

The ~!!!!!, on the otbe r hand, knew fully 'Mall that 

bovever strong was their tx>ld on the masnad they could not 

claim any legitimacy. In the eyes of the people or the ruling 

elite, they 'Mere mere usurpers. As their position had grew 

out of the extraordinary situation, they always ran the risk; 

hence it explains Ali vardi' s co nee rn to have royal approval. 

The ruling elite was also well aware of the fact. When, on 

being tormented at Sirajuddaulah' s rule, the conspirators 

assembled at Jagat seth's house, they talked of approaching 

the centre for a ne, Subahdar. So 1 t 'tlas a situation which 

both found advantageous to their mutual interests. The 

Emperor bad the glamour of suzerainty and !1 nanc ial support 

from the subah, while the Nazims enjoyed virtual independence 

by paying merely lip allegiance and occasional presents. 

-----------------------------99. R.Mukhopadhyay, !Stl!~ Chandra Rayashachar~-~ (Calcutta, 
134 7 B .S,. ) , p • 27 • 



Chapter II 

THE ZAf,liNDARS 

The zamind:.,rs played a very crucial part in the poli

tical and socic.l sustenance of the Hughal pov,rer. They formed 

an important stratum in the structural base of the Empire. 

The r.-lughals adopted a unique policy of accommodating the 

zamin ars in various branches of administration by giving 

them employment in the hierarchy of functions. So power-

ful \V8.S the base . of this class, that the Mughals had to 

keep a close and constant watch over it to prevent from it 

o..~coming an insurmountable threat to the state. 

·The emergence of Bengal as a semi-independent prin-

c ipali ty under I•1urshid · Culi Khan and his successors, co-

incided with the emergence of a powerful group of zamin-

dc.rs, merchants, bankers and insulated 1··1uf;hal officials 

to form, even though for a transitional period, a'regio

nally oriented ruling group' 1 in the province. Of all 

these groups and power-blocs, the zamindars, by far, exer-

ted maximum influence and authority in the body-politic 

of Bengal. Starting from their primary functions, i.e. 

revenue collections, the zamindars in Beng~al, treaded 

equally in the poli tic3l, social as also the administra

tive front. 

1 P.B. Calkins, "The Formation of a Regionally Orien
ted Ruling Group in Bengal, (1700-1740)", Journal of 
As ian Studies, vol. 24, August 1970, pp. 799-807. 



( I ) 

Zamindar is a very perplexing term, having a wide 

spectrum of definitions, based on the rights enjoyed by 

various persons. The term v.ras in use even before the ad

vent of the t-1ughals, 2 but the term began frequently to be 

used in the 17th century. Zarnindar literally means a holder 

or a keeper of land. A person while employed his own re

sources and labour and brought a piece of land under cul

tivation, had mali kana right over that piece of land and 

was recognized as zamindar. Again madad-i rraash grants 

also, in course of time, assured the character of zamindari 

right~ .3 The zamindari rights, therefore, connoted !'a 

variety of superior rights in the land or its usufruct", 

with any hereditary claim to a direct share of the peasant's 

produce. But that did not necessarily mean ownership of 

ld ni. 
4 As per }'Jug hal tradition, zamindar be came a generic 

title replacing the old local terms like khot, mugaddam, 

satarhi, biswi, bhoomia, etc.; 5 and embracing people from 

different strata of the ruling hierarchy - f~om rajas, 

6 ranas, rais to khots, mugaddams, chaudhuris, etc. The 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

T. Raycbaudhuri and Irfan Habib, eds., The Cambridge 
Economic History of India, vol. 1 (C-1200-1750), re
print Orient Longman (1984), p. 244. 

J. Nurul Hasan, Thoughts on ,~~arian Relations on 
I'·lughal India, ?PH (reprint, 1 3), pp. 18-20. 

Raychaudhuri and Habib, eds., op.cit., p. 244. 

6-

H .• E. Frykenberg,T ed., Land Contr{l and Social Struc
ture in Indian rtistory, 11J.adJ.s on '1969), p. 18. 



underlying principle was, perhaps, to introduce a further 

degree of uniformity by recognizing certain aspects of 

zamindari right and to mould all the different holders of 

land into a group of loyal agents. Though it seems that 

all the categories were brought at par by applying a degree 

of uniformity, in actual practice, however, it differed 

much. 1tlhile the local chiefs were entitled to a kind of 

autonomy, the ordinary revenue paying zamin:iars were put 

under the surveillance of imp,::rial officers. The relation-

ship between the autonomous chiefs and the ruling authority 

rested more on military and political interests than on 

fiscal considerations. 7 

·~·~hile tllis was the general characteristics of the 

zamindari institution, in provincial plane, numerous factors 

had their own role in its shaping. In Bengal, between the 

exist of the i\fghans and the ad vent of the I•'Iughals, the 

Bhuinyas, popularly known as the Barabhuinyas a name re

ceived on the analogy of Assam though their number was not 

12 but many, rose in prominence and parcelled out the 

country among themselves as independent chiefs. 8 When the 

i':ughal conquests began under Akbar and his successors, the 

Eughals kept themselves satisfied by forging certain links 

between them ani the vanquished chiefs. In discussing the 

nature of relationships that developed between the iv1ughals 

7 Irfan Habib, op.cit., pp. 194-201. 

8 N.K. Bhattashali, "Bengal Chiefs' Struggle for Inde
pendence in the Reign of Akbar and Jahangir 11

, Bengal 
Past and Present, vol. 35, January-June 1928. 
1-:a.ny interesting tales were till recently, in vogue 



and these fallen chiefs, one authority has said, the pay

ment of peshkash signifying political submission alongside 

maintenance of autonomy was a better indication of the 

actual state of affairs.9 

This practice continued in an attenuated form in the 

intervening period, with the suzerainty of the rfughals being 

established over extensive areas. Since the time of Ibra

him Khan's subadari in 1617, many of the zamindars were 

restored to their old zamindaris, with all their privileges. 

One singular feature of this period was, cropping up of 

numerous taallugas and petty zamindaris •10 Thus in Bengal, 

zamind.ari organization developed along its own peculiar way 4 

..... ven in province wise, the zamindari tenure in Bengal was 

different to an extent from the zamindari in Bihar •11 When 

t!1e I~izamat administration developed in Bengal in the 

Cont'd •• f.n. 8 

9 

in popular plays and dramas highlighting their heroics 
and valour of •• 

'l'. R.aychaudhuri, Be!l£?al Under Akbar and Jahangir, 
Delhi (1969, second ~mpression), p. 39. 
But very recently his views have been contradicted by 
saying that in Bengal, two types of zamindari came 
upon the heels of Mut:shal conquest: ( 1) those who got 
back their watan jagirs known as Amli zamindars, 
Jess ore and Bakla were of this type. ·rhey collected 
revenue and prepa.red Jama and hasil as per Mughai re
venue and rules. (2) 't'h'OSe who were returned the whole 
zamindari were known as Gllihr-i-Amli, like Birbhum, 
Fachet, Bhusmh etc. They collected revenue in their 
ovm territories, according to their own customs (A. 
Ray, 11 l'1ogal Amaler Zamindar Talluqdar: Sankshipta 
Aalochana", Madya~uger Bharat, pp. 37-39 (K.P. Bag
chi & Co., Calcut a, 1987). 

10 T. Raychaudhuri, 'Bengal', p. 66. 

11 J. Shore's f·1inute, April 2, 1788, ·d.K. Firmingir, ed., 
The Fifth Report, vol. 2, paras 478-80. 



so 

beginrling of the 18th century, the prevalent situation in 

t~e country provided ample scope to the zamindars to extend 

their po'::er, influence and territory. However, almost all 

the zamindars \ .. ,ere liable to some sort of financial obli-

e;atiol'lli t.j tr:e state. In this sense, the zamindars· rray be 

grouped i.nto two cdtegories: (1) the Feshkash paying zamin

dars; the R~jas of Birbhum, Bishnupur, Tippera, Chandrakona 

etc. belonged to this category. 1~e peshkash paying zamindars 

were not subject to any revenue regulations, but paid in 

fixed tributes 12 in different forms. 13 (2) The mal-wajibi 

zamindars, \vho were subjected to imperial regulations and 

paid their revenues depending upon the estimation of the 

actual yields. Their rights and duties v.Ere under close 

scrutiny of the imperial authority and they in fact 'cons-

tituted the bulk of the zaminoars in Bengal and formed the 

backbone of the fl1ughal revenue system'. 

The two categories, however, do not show clearly the 

differences that existed among these zamindaris - in size, 

strength, resources, geography strategic location. en the 

criteria of the magnitude of their obligations with the 

government the dynamics of their powers and privileges 

their relations with the govern~ent, their economic re

sources and military potentiality and the regional custo-

12 Ibid., para 184. 

13 The Rajas of Ashm, Tipperah on hearing the neviS of 
the appointment of f.1urshid Quli Khan, sent him, ivory 
throne, ;palki, musk, .fans of peacock feathers and 
herds of elephants as customary annual tribute. Salim 
Allah (tr.), 142, Riyaz-us-Salatin, p. 257. 
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t . " hi . khb 14 . mary prac lees, ~ r1n n .~r 1n her recent study has 

classified the zamindars of Bengal into four types - the 

autonomous chiefs, the frontier zamindars, the big zamindars 

and the petty or primary zamindars. But we should keep in 

mind that any such distinct delineation did not exist in 

practice and one slided over the other. 

The Autonomous Chiefs 

The first in this category were: (1) the autonomous 

chiefs; the :i.ajas of Kuch Bihar, Kock Hajo, Assam and Tip

pera fall in this category. After the Hughal conquest, 

when the Kuch Bihar rajas showed their allegiance and appea

red personally at the I1ughal Court, on Ibrahim Khan's re

commendations Raja Lakshi Narayan and Parikshi t i~arayan, 

were reinstated to Kuch Bihar 15 and made ally of the Ivlughals. 

Similarly, the Ha jahs of Assam and Tippe iah were restored 

to their old possessions on condition of regular payment of 
' 16 

peshkash. (he notable thing about this category is that 

they were almost in complete sovereignty paying only a no

minal tribute (peshkash) to the Emperors and Nawabs, with-
-

out being subjected to any revenue regulations. Another 

notable feature in their relations with the Hughals \\BS 

that their hereditary right to succession was not liable to 

14 

15 

16 

S. Akhta; op.cit., p. 8. 

Hirza Nalhan, Baharistan-i-Ghaibi (tr. l''i.I. Borah), 
vol. 2, 521, T. Raychaudhuri, op.cit., p. 2. 

J .N. Sarkar (ed. ), History of Bengal, (HB), vol. 2, 
(Dacca, 1948), p. 415; T. Raycpaudhuri, op.cit., p.2. 



renewal from the Emperor. Being almost free in their own 

affairs, these chiefs always took advantage of any oppor~ 

tunity to assert their independence. Both Salim Allah and 

Ghulam Hussain give an account how these chiefs who did 

not bend their heads in submission, on hearing the news of 

the vigorrus administration of Iviurshid Quli Khan, submit

ted and paid tributes. 17 Their territories included 

mostly in the north and north eastern border of the pro

vince. Their relation with the government was more of a 

poli ti,cal nature. 

The Frontier Zamindars 

The most notable of them were the H.ajas of Birbhum 

and Bishnupur. Birbhum vfclS first brought under Hughal yoke, 

by i'iir Jumla, in 1659, with the help of s orne _zamindars like, 

Khv.eja Kamal Afghan. 18 Later Hurshid Quli Khan conferred 

it on Asaduallah for the purpose of guarding the western 

border against the Jharkhand zamindars •19 Similarly, Bish

nupu~·surrounded by dense forests and hilly terrains re

mained almost free from imeprial control•8ecause of the 

location of these territories in the outlying parts of the 

Subah and their inaccessibility, they ~~re left free in 

17 

18 

19 

Salim Allah, Tarikh-e-Ban~ala (tr. Gladwin), Calcutta, 
1788, p. 142; Ghulam Husa~n Salim, Riyaz-us-Salati£ 
(tr. A. 3alam), reprint, 1975 (I:elhi), P• 257. 

West Bengal District Gazetteer - Birbhum, ed. D. 
Hazumdar, pp. 105-06. 

J. Grant, "Historical and Comparative Analysis of the 
Finances of Bengal", The Fifth Report-II, p. 196. 
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their own affairs, on payment of nominal .peshkash. salim 

accounts that considering the pious nature of Asadullah and 

the inaccessibility of Bishnupur, surrounded by forests and 

mountains, l\1urshid Quli also did not subject them to any 

revenue regulations. 20 In fact the zamindars of this two 

places v.rere like guardian of the western frontiers. Besides, 

these big zamindars the rajas of the vast tracts of Jungle

ivlaha ls, bordering 1'1\idnapore, Bishnupur and Birbhum, like 

Bardc. and Thakra in I·iidnapore, 21 the Rajput rajas of 1-achet, 

Chandrakona and I1ynachora22 v..ere also peshkash paying 

· zamindars and enjoyed alwost same privileges. In addition 

to this there were a number of petti frontier ~mindars in 

the north, north-eastern region in the sarkars of Ghoraghat, 

Kuch Bihar, Bangal Bhum, Dakkinkole,Kamrup, Udehur, who 

were also prone to disown allegiance. 23 

The Big Zamindars 

The third and by far the most important category was 

the big zamindars. Being located mostly in the interior 

contours of the province, their status and position ~es not 

same as that of the first two categories. They were very 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Riyaz, op.cit., pp. 256-57. 

T. Raychaudhuri, Bengal, p. 64. 

J. Grant, Historical Analysis, op.cit., p. 198; A. 
Karim, Nurshid Quli Khan and His Times (Dacca, 1963), 
p. 76; Bengal District Records, vol. I (ed.), Fir
minger ~Calcutta, 1914), p. 132. 

A. Akhtar, Zamindars, p. 12. 



much un:ler the control of the government and they could be 

dispossessed on charges of treason and non-payment of re-

24 venues. This category of zaminciars formed the nuclei of 

the Nizamat. They paid the bulk of the revenue and became 

the mainstay of the Nawa b 's strength. More than half of 

the total revenue v.e.s supplied by them. They also formed 

the political and administrative strength of the Nizamat. 

Burdwan, Rajshahi, Nadia, Dinajpore. etc. 25 w-ere some of 

such big zamindar is. 

The Petty Zamindars 

It included zamindaris of lesser delineations like 

taraf, tappa, peasants cultivating their own lands, aris

ing out of madad-i maash grants, royal grants for reclama

tion of ,.,e.ste lands, taallugdar i, collectors of. revenue 

inheriting to prescriptive rights in course of time and 

dividing terxiencies of moderate zamindaris. 26 Since their 

hold over land was small, so \~S their influence either in 

region or in administration. 

Such was the configuration and stratification of 

zamindaris and zamindari establishments during the Hughal 

24 Riyazus Salatin, op.cit., pp. 259-265-67; I. Habib, 
op.cit., pp. 191-92. previous 
From the description of the· L two class of zamindars 
it appears, that the Nizamat rulers also did not 
attempt to break the status quQ. Ferhaps they were 
aware that it ......as better to ma.intain status quo, by 
utilising their services in guarding the frontiers 
of the kingdom, thus using them as a buffer-ring, 
than to risining their kingdom in the altered situa
tion, by attempting to break their privileged posi
tion. 

25 J. Grant, op.cit., pp. 194-98. 
26 s. Akhtar, op.cit., pp. 16-17. 



and Nizamat period. 

Units of zamindari, as it developed during the Niza

mat _t:eriod v<.:J.ri.:::d astonishingly from one pa.rgana to innu

merable parganas. ;1hile a big zamindari, like Rajshahi, 

included under the direct patronage of the Nazims as many 

as 164 .E,arganas in 1748; 27 the petty zamindars, like ;\am

kishen and 3haker Krnn were zamindars of pargana Nurullah

pur and tappa Fai zp. bad 28 only respectively. f'le n fr 0111 

different strata ranging from petty clerk, revenue offi

cicils, legal or military personnel, fortune-.:'1dventurers, 

religious saints and scholars came to fill the ranks of 

zamindars. Formd tion of zamindari along caste, clan or 

tribal lines, vrds a necessary adjunct of Mughal tradition~S 

T:'1is practice \'ras not absent also in Bengal, where z.amin-

dctri pattern developed, to an extent, along caste lines. 

Barring a few adventurers of non-Bengali caste, almost all 

the zamindars sprang from the ~ (i,iestern Bengal) Varen

dra (North Benc.;al), or Vanga (East Bent,ral) samajs of the 

Brahman and Kayastha gentry and were thus related by kin

ship to the hi g.~ caste gentry of smaller fortunes, who 

constituted quite a large number of the population. 30 In 

area -wise formation the Path an zamindari of Birbhum cons-

27 J. Grant, op.cit., p. 307. 

28 ~. Akhtar, op.cit., p. 18. 

29 T. iiaychaudhuri and I. Habib, op.cit., p. 246; I. 
Habib, op.cit., pp. 170-80. 

30 R. ;~ay, "The Bengal Zamindars : Local Ilagnates and 
the State Before the 1-'ermanent Settlement", Indian 
Economic an::i Social History Review, vol. 12, no. 3, 
1975, pp. 275-76. 
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tituted a fairly large militarist t•1uslim population.31 In 

Bishnupur, the Brahmans were so large in number that they 

performed all agricultural operations,32 which generally "'.as 
zamindars were 

inhibitive to them. Some Sadgop and Kaivarat[at Hijli, 

where the population of the two castes were in great majo

rity.33 

One interesting feature. in the forh~tion and organi

zation of the zamindari, during the· period of Nizamat, was 

the preponderance of Hindu zamirrlars who manned the various 

revenue departmen~as ganungos, chaudhuris, diwans and 

naibs .34 Perhaps a glance at the zamind.aris of the reriod 

would c orr ob or:a te the validity of the ar gum en t. 35 Again 

among the Hindus, Kayasthas figured preponderantly, fol-

1 owed by the Brahmans • 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

J. Grant, op.cit., p. 196; also w.w. Hunter, Annals 
of Rural Bengal, Lorrlon, 1897, p. 88. 

it. lay, 11 The Beneal Zamindars 11 , IESHR, vol. 12, no.3, 
1975' p. 276. 

Ibid.; Ben6>al District Gazetteers, Nidnapore, p. 57. 

S • Akh ta r , o p • cit • , p • 3 3 • 

R.ajshahi (for an account of the zamindari, see 11The 
Terri tor ial -~ris tocra cy of Bengal - 'file Rajas of 
Rajashahi-", Calcutta Review, vol. 56, 1873; also N .K. 
·::inha, vol. 2, pp. 120-21, Yousufpur, Ro.kunpur, 
1'-lomenshahi, H.ajnagar (sees. Akhtar, op.cit., pp. 37-
42) where some of these categories. Various expla
ru~tions have been offered in this regard. But it is 
difficult to say anything precisely what actually 
prompted to this development. One possible reason 
may be that the Hindus being expert in revenue 
matters got the favour of the Nizamat (J.N. Sarkar, 
History of Bengal, vol. 2, p. 410). Salim Allah 
also says that Nurshid Quli Khan employed in his 
revenue none but the Bengali Hirrlus. Another reason 
is that since 1713, Bengal's relation being cut-off 
fi'om Centre, it had to recruit from local persons, 
which gave way to them. Thus in the given circums-



\'lhile this was the structural and organizational pat

tern of the zamindari, the nature of relationship, between 

the state and the different categories of the zamindars 

varied accordingly. Boughton Rous, gives an account of the 

relationships which deserves to be quoted: 

"Upon the demise of a zamindar, his heir or 

heiress transmitted an account of the event 

in a petition to the Diwan <:>f· the Sou bah and 

the Roy Royan, or, if landholders of the first 

rank to the Soubahdar himself, with letters to 

all principal men of the Court, soliciting 

their protection~ 

To an heir or heiress, who paid a large revenue 

to the state, the Soubahdar returned ans·wer of 

condolence, accompanied with an honorary dress 

to the former and with a present of shawls to 

the latter ••• 

After performing the funeral rites of the· decea

sed, the heir, if of age, was presented to the 

Soubahdar, by the Div,an and the Roy Royan and 

after receiving the betel leaf and an honorary 

dress, was·permitted to assume the management 

of the affairs, of his zamindary. 
Minor heirs or heiresses received the honorary 

dress and shawls, above mentioned, tr~ough agents 

deputed for that purpose, to the court of the 

Nazim. 
The Z..amindars of secondary rank were entitled not 

only to a pair of shawls and a perwannah of condo

lence from the Soubahdar and for those of an in
fer.ior class, an ans,.,.er from the Roy Royan, 

Cont'd •• f.n. 35 
tances they rranipulated their position, to foun:i 
zamindari houses. 



accompanied with the betel leaf, \\B.S deemed suffi
cient". 36 

From the above observation it becomes clear, that 

while the bigger zamindars were accorded an important sta

tus and they received royal sanads and khilats directly 

from the Subahdar, the lesser ones received them from the 

Roy Royan. It also brings to light another important ques

tion. On every occasion, when a new zamindar succeeded 

upon the demise of the previous one, his right to acces

sion Wds liable to renewal by a sanad, 37 without which tbe 

zamindari right vJB.S deemed 11 notorious and incontestable".3B 

This meant, in theory, subordination of the zamindar to 

the Nizamat and recognition to the Na-wab's authority as 

the overlord; but in practice, the normal right of inheri-

tance was followed, though incidents of disqualifications 

were not rare. 

II 

Since the political and administrative framework of 

Bengal, as seen in the first chapter, had begun to change 

with the setting up of the Nizamat, it also wrought pheno

menal changes in its relationships with the powerful 

36 

37 

38 

c.w. Boughton Rous, Dissertation Concerning the Lan
ded Property of Bengal, Appendices III, pp. 232-34 
(London, 1791 ) • 

For a copy of Sanad, see Appendix I. 

J. Grant! An Enguir~ipto the Nature of Zamindari 
Tenures 1n the Land rroperty of Bengal (London, 
1810), p. 43, ::lection II. 
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zamindari elements. As a matter of fact, the socio-political 

situations in the early eighteenth century 'provided re-

rrarkable openings for the zamindarship in Bengal'. In 

their anxiety to maintain and consolidate their position 

in a remote province like Bengal, I·ilrshid Quli Khan and his 

successors conferred zaminctari rights on many parties.39 

This measure in itself contained the seeds of the increas-

ing po..,..,er and position of the zami.ndars over the other 

elements. ~vnen r-turshid Quli Khan came as Diwan in Bengal 

his measures to secure increased revenue led to important 

changes in the agrarian relations of Bengal. During the 

period 1700-22, f11urshid Quli Khan, at an average rate of 

rupees one crore every year, 40 raised the collection of 

revenue from Rs. 11,728,541 toRs. 14,115,363. This ,~san 

increase of 20 per cent in just 22 years, more than 22~ 
41 per cent in the past seventeenth century. Hurshid Quli 

Khan achieved this goal by three means. ( 1) He transferred 

the jagirdars to Orissa and brought the jagir._lands under 

Khalisa department. (ii) He prepared a new rent-roll and 

placed amils and zamindars with instruction to be (iii) 

very strict in collection.42 His uncompromising firmness 

in the collection of revenue has been harrowingly pescribed 

3 9 R ous , op • cit • , p. · 3 9. 

40 Riyaz-us-Salatip (tr.), para 248. 

41 Sir John Shore's 11 ninute on the Rights of Zamindars 11
-

Appendix No. 6, Boo.rd of Revenue Proceedings, April 
2, 1788, vol. 127, pp. 539-40. 

42 Riyaz-us-Salatin (tr.), paras 248-49. 
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by both Salim Allah ani Ghulam Husain Salim. 

Thus by adopting a very careful and punctilious po

licy, I•iurshid Ouli Khan, had been successful in raising the 

revenue1 of the province, to a large extent. However, as 
I 

regards; the thoroughness of the settlement, there exists a 

lot of confusion. In the Risala-i-Zirat, it has been com

' mented that since the days of Akbar, when Haja TOdar Mal 
i 
I 

prepared the rent-roll, no fresh survey had been conducted 
l ' 

and new assessments made. The zamindars paid revenue 

accordin~ to the old revenue roll, but collected on the 

basis of a1 assessment of the current revenue paying cars
city of the area and its actual produce.43 John Shore 

maintains that the scope of interference by the Na zim in 

the management of revenue v.e.s partial and not systemati

cally follov..€d. 44 

At the time of Hurshid Quli' s administration, there 

were 25,000 villages grouped into 1660 parganas and 34 

43 Risala-i-L.irat (tr. by Harbans Hukhia in type-script). 
Also z. u. i-ialik in Hedieval India - A Niscellany, 
vol. 4, Al'IU, 1977, "Agrarian .Jtructure of Bengal at 
the B2ginnin;_; of British Conquest", pp. 176-202. 

4L+. ;·\.;)rim thinks (A. Karim, r'iurshid Quli Khft,n, ,op.cit., 
p. 83) that at least no survey ,.,.as ever conducted in 
.Birbhurn, i3ishnupur and Calcutta. Another authority 
seems inclined to assume that no survey took place 
in the larger zamindaris (R. Ray, "Bengal Zamindars, 
IESHR, vol. 12, no. 3, pp. 272-73). In the absence 
of widespread settlement, it became customary to fix 
a lump-sum amount for the whole zarnindari on the 
basis of a rough estimate of yields (s. Akhtar, 
Zamindars, p. 52). 

"i·'iinute of .Sho::.·e, 18 June 1789; ApPendix I, "The 
Fifth i<eport II, para 378, p. 82. 
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sarkars; 45 but for administrative and pecuniary considera

tions Hurshid '-..iuli compounded these 34 sarkars into 13 

chaklahs to muke the most important reform in the financial 

distribution of territorj in Benga1. 46 

l'lurshid Quli Khan, faced with the problem of secur

ing an increased flow of revenue, had to be very strict 

and adopted ruthless measures in the punctilious collec

tion of revenue. Salim narrates how he confined the defaul

ters to the chehl satun (forty pillared) palace and at 

Baikunth to realise dues from the zamindars and defaul

ters.47 In this way he imposed pressures upon the zamin

dars and intermediary landholders and indirectly upon the 

cultivators. As a res·lllt of this policy,the zamindar 

either had to meet the government demand or else had to 

r,i ve v!8.y to other zamindars. 48 

Calkins suggests a consequence of this policy was 

that the weaker or less efficient z.amindars and interme-

didte collectors tended to lose their landholding rights 

and in the process, he had converted a large-and less 

stratified base of small landholders into a smaller but 

more stratified base of larger and therefore, more powerful 

45 

46 

47 

48 

N.K. Sinha, The Economic History of Bengal, vol. 2, 
(Calcutta, 1969), p. 16. 

J. Grant, "Analysis", The Fifth Re port-II, p. 174. 

Riya z ( tr.), pP. 258-59, 265. 

Ananda Narain, Zamindar of the Chaklah Rajshahi '1 os t 
his zamindari for non-payment of revenue. (Riyaz, 
p •· 25"9 j. . 



landholders. 49 l·llrshid Quli Khan seems to have adopted 

it as a matter of a policy to ease the problems of revenue 

collection. He encouraged the formation of big zaminda

ris.50 He perhaps thought that it was easier to compel a 

few big zamindars to observe the regulations of the ruling 

po,_.;er. 51 Though this policy simplified the process of 

revenue collection, it brought in its train, some inherent 

complications. By adopting such a policy 'Murshid Quli 

Khan established direct political alliances' with selected 

local barons, on whom the Nizamat henceforth became more 

and more dependent for managing the countryside.52 This 

49 F. Calkins, "Ruling Group", Journal of south Asian 
studies, 24, no. 4, pp. 799-806. 

50 By 1728, in Shujauddin Khan's Jama Tunari Tashkhi.§., 
15 large zamindaris extending over 615 ~rganahs, 
yielded ~. 65,22,111 revenue i.e. almos half of the 
total revenue of the Subah. These 15 zamindaris were 
Birbhum, Bishnupur, Burdwan, Rajshahi, f-a.dia,, Dinaj
pur, T,ipperan, Pachet, r-·Ia.hmudshahi, YousufJ:Ur, Rokun
pur, Lashkarpur, ~drakpur, Futtesingh and Calcutta. 
J. Grant, "Analysis", 'l'he Fifth Re¥ort-II, pp. 194-
98. Perhaps it would be too mucho say that under 
the policy of the N:l.zims and the pressure of the big 
zamindars, the smaller zamindars had lost the ground 
and were swallowed. Because even after this, there 
remained 1045 rargamhs wi"1ich v-.ere divided among 
numerous petty zamindars. In Dacca, there were 418 
zamindars,in Lugli 5, in Silbc:ris 16, in Sylhet 146, 
in Chittagong not less than 1500~ in Hidnapore about 
3000, in furnea 15 (N.K. Sinha, The Economic History, 
vol. II, op.cit., p. 17). Besides, the growth of 
larger zamirrlaris as s. Akhtar has shown was not 
solely due to economic consequences; rather it was 
in p::rt a response to t."le military as much as finan
cial needs and tr~ough marriage, piecemeal purchase, 
inhE:rit-qnce, machination, bribery. 2ven force was 
resorted to s. Akhtar, op.cit., p. 31. 

51 N.!-(. Sinha, The Economic HL:-tory, vel. II, p. 14. 

52 R. i-(ay, 11Bengal Zamindars", IESHR, op.cit., p. 272. 
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ultimately resulted in the formation of a powerful and 

compact 'regional ruling group' in ·which the zamindars 

played a most dominant part. 

By the 1720s, the political framework of Bengal had 

undergone perceptible changes. The Emperor in Delhi were 

too busy witl1 the affairs of the Centre to deal effecti

vely with the ongoings in the province • The Na zims on the 

other hand, could not assert their total independence.53 

Against this backdrop, the Nazims hid to evolve a frame

work through \>lhich much needed revenue coUld be secured, 

law and order problem could be tackled, and in general, 

the overall administrative functions could be kept stream-

lined. Not only that, in the event of any external danger, 

the Nazims had to ponder over measures to ward that off 

successfully. Hence, to tackle all these problems succes

sfully, Murshid QuJ.i Khan and his successors, had to make 

a deal with the zamindars, who were veritably "the native 

guardians of the public peace and private rights", as 

Grant calls them, or 'rajas' as they appear to be in 

contemporary literature. 'Ihe growth of the larger zamin

daris and the conferment of greater rights an:i privileges, 

in this c::;ntext, at least offers an explanation to the 

changed circumstances in Bengal. By encouraging a group 

of men, to enhance their power and influence, the Nizamat 

sought to create a loyal class as a necessary adjunct of 

53 The implications of relationships between the centre 
and the province have been discussed in Chapter I. 



the Nizamat. 54 

I"lurshid Quli Kren, to ensure a regular and smooth 

flow of revenue, compounded the 34 sarkars into bigger 

un·i ts of 13 chaklahs an:i preps.red the Jama Karnil Tumar55 

in 1722 to raise fu. 142,88,186 as revenue. From this time 

onwards, Murshid Uuli Khan also set a precedent of levying 

upon the zamindars 11 irregular and unconstitutional" Slbah

dar Ab,e. bs. 56 Though the amount fixed by Nurshid Quli was 

negligible in course of time, it told heavily upon the 

zarnindars and in consequence upon the peasantry. Its 

effect upon the zamindars as well as the peasants could be 

gauged from the accounts of Sir John Shore. The Subahdari 

Abwabs,from 11urshid ~.;.uli to Alivardi Khan, according to the 

estimate of Shore, amounted to "about 33 per cent upon the 

Tumar or standard assessment in 1658; and those of the 

zamin:iars, upon the ryots, probably at the same period, 

could not be less than 50 per cent; for exclusive of what 

they were obliged to pay to the nazims, a fund was required 

for their subs is te nee or emoluments" •57 As far as the 

collection of revenue was concerned, Hurshid Wuli, ,.,as 

satisfied only with extracting revenue from the zamindars 

54 Eajshahi, Burdwan, Dinajpur, Rokunpur, l-'13.hmudshahi, 
Edrakpur, Rajnagar, etc., belonged to this genre which 
o-wed its enormous rise and growth in the 18th cen
tury to the official patronage. J. Grant, "Analysis", 
The Fifth Report-II, pp. 194-98; S. Akhtar, Zamindars, 
pp. 34-36, see alsop. 27. 

55 J. Grant, "Analysis", The FifthReport, II, pp. 189-SD. 

56 Ibid., p. 205. 

57 J. Shore's I·!inute, 18 June 1789, The Fifth Report-II, 
p:::.ra 41, p. 11. 
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and leaving them more or less free to manage their own 

affairs - barring those defaulters, with whom he v.as very 

strict. The Nizamat found it profitable, for such a poli

cy resulted in substantial reduction of the costs of re

venue collection as well as peace-keeping force. Only an 

incredibly small force of 2000 cavalry and 4000 infantry 

represented the military power of the Nizamat at Hurshid 

Quli's time. 58 1·1oreover, with the flow of officers from 

t~e Centre being stopped the Nazirns had to recruit the 

hierarchy of officials, from the Subah itself, which again 

offered much scope to the zamindars.5 9 Under the Jama 

Kamil 'furnari, many small zamindars were placed under the 

supervision of a handful of great zamindars, nominated 

chaklahdars, through whom they paid their revenue. 60 The 

elevation of some bigger zamindars to the posts of chaklah

~' had its evil consequences also. Later they utilized 

their enhanced position at the cost of the Nizamat to their 

ad vantage. 61 

The Ri.sala-i-Zirat accounts how the zamindars and 

functionaries of government abused their pov,.er and position 

to extract maximum revenue and deprive the state of its 

share. "These days men (i.e. zamindars) paid (revenue) on 

the basis of the same revenue roll (i.e. prep<:ired at the 

58 Riyaz-us-~alatin (tr.), op.cit., p. 257. 

59 J.N. Sarknr (ed.), History of Bene.al, vol. II, p. 410. 

60 l·i.K. Sinha, The Economic History, vol. II, pp. 14,-18. 

61 S • Akhtar, Zaminda r s, p • 30. 
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time of To1ar i'·Ial in 1682), but collected it on the basis 

of an assessment of the current revenue paying cap:1ci ty of 

the area and its actual produce. 11 At many places the 

actual collection v.as many times more than the revenue 

r ell. 62 The f: .. mcti onaries of the government like gannngos, 

many of v~hom became ti1emsel ves zamindars, purchased lands ; 

but at the time of preparing a revenue roll, they showed a 

short-fall in the assessed revenue owing to desertion and 

diminu..tion in· the revenue paying capacity of the area. 

Later on they made up their loss by devising new imposts. 

Sometimes, at the time of preparing a new roll they de

tached their own taalluqa from one pargana and attached it 

to another and shov.:e.::l loss in the attached parga:na to 

increase their profit.63 Thus, the Nizamat, parting with 

the authority of zamindars, let loose the zamindars to 

reign in their respective zamindaris almost freely. 

Alongside revenue collection, the zamindars were the 

guardians of law and order and to some extent dispenser of 

justice in their own spheres of influence. In fact, the 

Sanads granted to the zamindars, speak of their police 

functions: 11He (zamindar) shall be careful that no thieves, 

highwaymen , or disturber of public peace, take shelter 

within the limits of his jurisdiction and he is otherwise 

to exert his endeavot.irs to promote the comfort and secu

rity of the Ryots, the increase of cultivation, population 

62 Risala-i-Zirat (tr. ), H. I1ukhia in type-script. 

63 Ibid. 
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and the revenue. He shall be attentive to the protection 

of the high roads, that travellers may pass and repass 

without danger or molestation, but if a robbery should be 

committed he shall produce t."le }:erpetrators with their 

booty, which shall be restored to its owner and the de-

linquents given up for punishment; if he fails to produce 

the culprits he shall consider himself responsible for the 

amount plundered. He shall take special care that no 

individual within the boundaries of his zarnindari shall 

practice an unlawful deeds or drunkenness ••• " Because of 

the distinctive physiography of Bengal, since the fJiughal 

days, the zarnindars had to maintain a contingent for the 

defence and maintenance of internal order. During the 

Nizamat rule, the authority of the zamindar's further 

increased and led to the organization of regular police 

personnel under the authority of the zarnindars.64 With 

the growth of the extensive territorial zamindaris in the 

interior of the Subah, the authority and importance of 

the posts of faujdars, which was already in a process of 

decline, red begun to be operative only in s orne frontier 

districts.65 Even where the faujdar had authority, it 

could not be exercised there. For instance, the faujdar's 

64 

65 

s. Akhtar, Zamindars, pp. 119-20. 

There were only 9 fau;Jdari circles in whole Bengal -
Chi ttagong, Sylhet, Rungpur, Rangamati, Jalalgarh 
(Purnea), Akbarnagar (Rajmahal), Rajshahi, Burdwan, 
i·,idnapore ~nd Hugli. 



authority did not extend to the zamindari of Burdwan and 

the Raja himself was responsible directly to the Nawab for 

both revenue and criminal jurisdiction since 1725.66 With 

the advancing of years, the Nizamat 's dependence upon the 

zamindars also increased. I1urshid Quli Khan's policy, 

later on pursued by his successors, of encouraging big 

zamindars and of placi~g lesser zamindar into the rends of 

the former had precluded the possibility of penetrating 

vertically the Nawab's authority down to the parganah or 

village level, where the petty zamindars and taallugdars 

lived. The big zamindars got a free hand to deal with 

their lesser partners and asserting their own st~ngth 

and position. 

The dependence of the Nizamat, on the big zamindars, 

for their military help and the role played by the fron

tier rajas as guardian of border, also blunted the authority 

of the Nazim. The autonomy granted to some border chiefs 

and no assessments into these am frontiers zamindaris, 67 

to some extent, indicate the Nazims' wisdom in utilising 

their services in times of danger, leaving them almost 

undisturbed in the handling of their affairs. In the 

western and southern p3rt of Bengal - Birbhum, Bishnupur, 

Pachet and over a large area prevailed the Eeshkash paying 

zamindars. Birbhum with an area of 3,858 sq. miles stretch-

66 S • 1.\khtar, Za :.;indars, p. 118. 

67 See Classification of Zamindars. 
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ing along the western border, 2/3 of its territory were 

excluded from the revenue assessment an:l allotted "for the 

maintenance of s orne thousands of barkandauzes, match-

lockmen, or native :1industani militia, appointed to guard 

the frontiers to·wards the barbarous unsubdued rajas of 

South Bihar.... 'l'he consequent loss of revenue, however, 

W'Cl.S less felt than the political disadvantages of dismembe.r

ing a terri tory which comrnan:led all the leading passes 

direct from bordering foreign indeperrlent countriesn.68 

The Nazims thought it \'lise not to disturb the existing 

status, as it freed them from the burden of protecting the 

border regions. As a matter of fact, the Nizarna t, by con-

ferring zamindaris on many parties in the border regions, 

intended to create a buffer zone for safeguarding its 

interests. 

During the reign of Alivardi Khan, the zamindars 

rendered very useful services to the Nizamat. In fact, 

the zamindar of Rajshahi, Ramkant rendered him valuable 

services by leading campaigns in his· fight for the throne. 69 

At the critical hours of Alivardi's fight against Rustam 

Jang Cl'·'lurshid Quli II), son-in-law of the late Shujauddin 

Hd. Khan, the zamindar of Burdv;an, sent an auxillary force 

under the command of his peshkar, l'lanickchand to help Ali-

68 Grant, "Analysis", The Fifth Report- II, pP. 224-25. 

69 Riyaz-us-Salatin (tr.), p. 315. 



70 vardi. During the recrudessence of J:~Jaratha incursions, 

the zamindars came forward with men, money and other nece

ssaries to help Alivardi. 71 From t~e accounts of Yousuf 

Ali it seems that the zamindars of Burdwan, Birbhum, 

l''lidnapore must have come for\..ard to subserve the Nazim' s 

forces. Not only that, the zamindars of Rajshahi, Dinaj

pur 72 and Nadia 73 whose territories. were not ravaged by 

the f.'larathas, offered financial help to the Nazim. It is 

not difficult to assume why the I1aratha agent, l'4ir Habib, 

soon after the reduction of Katwa, Dnaihat and Bhowsing

bera opened negotiations with zamindars to realise customs 

and rents from the people.74 

The net result of all these activities was the bol-

s tering up of the pov.er and influence of the zamindars. 

The more the Na.zims leaned on the help of the zamin:lars, 

the more it in conse~uence eroded the authority of the 

Nizamat over them. 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

But the question is whether thiS phase of relation-

Riyaz-us-Salatin (tr.), pp. 329-30; Yousuf Ali, 
Tarikh-i-Bangia t·1ahabat Jangi (tr. A. Subhan), pp. 
29-30. 

Bengal Public Consultations, August 16, 1743, P/1/ 
16, April 24, 1742, P/1/15. 

Stewart, History of Bengal (London, 1813), p. 491, 
also J.N. Sarkar, History of Bengal, II (Dacca, 1948), 
p. 449. 

Bharat Cmndrer Granthabali (Basurna.ti Sahitya H:1ndir), 
p. 6. 

K.K. Datta, Alivardi and His Times, Calcutta (1963), 
pp. 54-55. 
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ship 'h6S one of 'a partnership' and the emergence of a 

'ruling group', as Calkins postulates. Admittedly a close 

relationships existed between the Nizamat and the zarnindars, 

but the basis and character of this relationship remained 

personal. It is true, that a sort of understanding bet-

ween the Nizamat and zamind.ars as a group seem to have 

developed as it suited their common interests. The Nizarnat 

built up its relations· with various zamindars on various 

counts. Some like Rajshahi and r1omenshahi, were_ gi veil · 

official backing and patronage, some like Birbhum, Bish

nupur, furd,.,an were allowed to thrive in consideration of 

their strategic location and importance, and some had come 

up through machination, brib ry or misuse of power. Thu~ 

ti1e ~:::amin::'.ars represented themselves not as a group but 

as individuals having personal loyalty and fidelity to 

the Nizamat to serve their own vested 'interests. There vras 

no institutional basis of the alliance betv;een the two. It 

became evident in 1739-40 during Alivardrs contest for the 

t;:rone, when t:1e zarninclars in their loyalty divided them-

selves into two blocs. At:;ain the sar:1e set of zarnin·:ars 

did not hesitate to switch their loyalty from 3irajuddaulal-: 

to the English, when the latter began to emerge politically 

strone;. Even after 1757, \'Jhen the district of Burdwan ':.r8.S 

ceded tJ the English in 1760, the H.aja of Bw·dwan, in 

alliance with the f\.aj2.s of Birbh.Jrn and Bishnupur raised 

the standard of revolt against the emaciated Nizarna t. 75 

75 B.D.G.- Burd•t.an, p. 32. 
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Ubserving the peculiar na iure of the zamin:iars, Ghularn 

i-1usain Tabata.be.i rerrarks "They are a set of men faithless 

to a high degree, short-sighted, impatient of control, 

even ready, on the least appearance of a revolution to turn 

their backs on their masters and to forget the most 

important favours received at their h:lnds, losing no oppor

tunity to execute all the mischief \'lhich occasion presents 

and on that account of their strange and inconsistent 

character, requiring at all times the strong grasp of a 

curbing hand. n76 As the rise of the zp.min~rs in the 

socio-political framework of Bengal in the first half of 

the 18th century v.e.s, primllrily based on decimated perso-

nal rel<; tionship, they failed to withstand the pres-

sure in course of the emergence of new political align-

ments. 

76 Ghulam Husain Tabatabai, .Seri-ul-I'1utakherin (tr.), 
vol. II, Ha ji, I•iustafa (Calcutta, 1789), 19J2, pp. 
393-94. 
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Q.bap te Lll!. 

TIE BOOSE OF THE J A.GAT SETHS AND ITS INFWENCE OVER 

THE ECONOMY OF THE PROVINe& 

The emergence of the Jagat Seths as the monopoly 

banking bouse in Bengal during the first half of the 18th 

century was significantly linked to tm fortunes of the 

llzamat. The period witnessed the phenomenal rise of the 

Jagat Seths from a position of ordinary usurer to the moT'topoly 

banking business in the economy of the province. The House 
' 

became an institution in itself and tM prime motive-force in 

the financial matters of Bengal, as also the controlling 

authority. So enormous "Were its accua:ulations that it provoke 

occasional inroads particularly by the Maratha invaders. 1 The 

English were amazed to call them as 'Rothchilds of India•. 

Bruke once compared the House with tm Bank of England. With 

their huge economic resources, were added the levers of poli ti 

cal influence. Their power and influence at the Delhi Court 

and domineering command over the Nawabs of Bengal placed them 

in an unenviable position. The influence of the House was so 

great that the treasure of this House was regarded as Na-wab' s 

o-wn. 2 .Armed with all these, the House played a leading role 

-----------------------------------
1. Marathas attacked in_17~2 and in 1757, Afghans attack under 

Ahmad Shah Abdali, Bengal_P!:!9.llc Cgn§ultat1Q~, 2J May 174~ 
P /1/15; N .K.Sinha, E-conomic H _!tory of _Bengal (Calcutta, 
1 9 62 ) ' vo 1. 1 • 

2. I},engal Public Consultations (m!Q) , 2 .rune 1730, P/1/8. 
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in tre politics oi' Bengal. They became one of the chief 

advisers at the Nawab's Council and played the role of the 

kingmakers during their heydays. 

~.Rise of ~he)jou~e 

Before going into tbe details of the activities of 

the Jagat Seths, 1 t 1 s proper to e::xa.mine some of the factors 

which accounted for the rise of this banking house duri.'1g our 

period. 

Bengal, being one of the rich commercial centres 

attracted many fortune-seekers. Hiranand Saho, the founder 

of the House came from Nagar of Marwar in Rajputana and 

belonged to the Gailarha family of the Oswals. He migrated 

from there and started his usury business in Patna in 1652. 

Patna YJas a big centre for salt-petre, YJhere huge inflow of 

capital \laS required for the business purpose. Hiranand, 

being engaged in usury, used to lend mney to the traders 'toho 

flocked there. But the family could not make name in his, 

time. 

His son, Manick Chand migrated to Dacca 'in search of 

fortune•, towards the close of the century and established 

his kothee3 there. Dacca was then the provincial capital and 

a most important centre of riverborne trade in eastern India. 

3. 'Kotbee• in Indian vernacular language means a mansion or 
substantial residential house. In this context it refers 
to a business house. 
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The imumerable water courses w-hich is the distinctive physi

cal features of Bengal interllnking it with networks of trade 
strewn 

centres · L all over Bengal facilitated the stimulus of 

trading activities. James Renell in his ~ill..QI_the Map Q( 

tl!ndust~ calculates that at least 30,000 boatmen were 

employed in ri verborne trade in Bengal. Om Prakash ha.s 

suggested that the English and Dutch Companies alone may have 

created about 100,000 ne-w jobs in te:xtiles by their increased 

purchases early in the 18th century. Besides, the fame of 

Mu slill\ added to 1 t s lusture. So traders from di(fe rent coun

tries, both indigenous and foreign - Indian, English, Dutch, 

J.i'rench, Armenian - all thronged there. Desirous as they were 

for ready money investments these merchants were al"'1ays in 

need of monetary assistance which could only be had from the 

money lenders. Prominent among the money lenders at Dacca 

during the time was Manick Chand, wm carved out a niche for 

himself by providing too traders credit in time and made 

fortune. Along side his money-lending business Manick Chand 

had been successful in working up a good rapport with the 

imperial personages at Dacca. This gave him an added advantage 

and it actually turned his career. The appointment of Murshid 

Quli Khan as the Di'W~ of Bengal in 1700 proved 'a great moment 

-------------------·-------------
4. "Bullion for Goods: International Trade and Economy in the 

Early 18th century Bengal"J. Indi§:n Economic_~Q_Social 
History Ren~, vol.13 (19/6), pp:-1'71-75. 
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to tbe fort~nes of ManicF Chand. Manick Chand developed a 

very good relationship ~itb him and became one of his trusted 

lieutenants. When Murshid Quli Khan, follo,.,ing the dispute 

\\lith Azim-us-Shan, transferred his capital to Makshudabad, 

later to be named Murshidabad after his name, Manick Chand 

also accompanied the ~1,.,an and started his ~t..h-!!2 (House) 

there. 

Unfortunately, 'We have no sufficient information about 

the rise of Manick Chand as also about his House. Interesting, 

it is to note that most of the "'riters have mentioned about 

this House from the time of its establis~d position. But it 

is possible to form an idea from the fact that Manick Chand's 

intimate rela.tions "With Mursbid Quli Khan had helped him 

greatly 1n enhancing his 1,t19altb and influence. The emergence 

of his rouse as the po\1/erful banking organization "'as, as might 

naturally be expected, a gradual process and coincided "'ith the 

rise in fortune of Murshid Quli Khan.? Political connections 

"'orked hand in hand to increase economic po'Wer. 

Capitalising hiS political influence and status, Manick 

Chand bad been able to strengthen and further his position and 

business. wben Mursbid ~uli Khan introduced his new revenue 

schemes. and suosequently made Bengal a surplus province, the 

-----------------------



House of Manick Chand became the direct beneficiary of the 

policy. 6 Again, 'When Murshid Quli Khan decided to establish 

the mint at Murshidabad it was rendered "easy by the com:nand 

of specie possessed by the banker".7 It might be speculated 

that the services rendered by the House to the Nawab impelled 

the Nawab to give opportunities in the shares or revenue 

thereby creating a condition of mutual dependence, which in 

later years increased in formidable manner. It is true that 

the right over the mint did not come to this House before the 

death of its Darogba Raghunandan in 1718; but the fact is that 

the "establishment o! tM mint at Mursbidaoad was due to him 

and wherever it was situated and Y~hoever 'd&S in nominal centro 1, 

there is no doubt that Manick Chand's influence over 1 t was 

paramount". 8 The acquisition of tte sole control over the 

management of the mint only a few years later by Fateh Cband 

testifies to this fact.9 

Mani.ck Chand became virtually tbe treasurer of the govern

ment. The zamindars and other collectors of revenue paid their 

revenues through this House and every year at the time of ~nY!! 

6. P .Calkins, "The Formation of a Regionally Oriented Ruling 
Group in Bengal, 1700-400", Jou£12al 21....!!i~!LStud~ (L:>ndon ), 
August 1970. 

7. w.W.Hunter~ A~atistical !££ount of Beng!l, vo1.9, (Calcutta, 
1875), P•2?3• 

8. Little, op.cit., p.28. 

9. Ibid.; c .R .wilson, Early An~ls of Bengal, vo 1.3 (Calcutta, 1911 ) . 



(annual settlement of revenue) the ~indars assembled at the 

banks of tte Seth, settled their accounts and negotiated for 

fresh funds. 10 Not only that, the Na~ab•s private treasures 

~ere also deposited ~ith this House. With the passage of 

time, tbe activities of this banking house ~as expanded and 

diversified. 

Thus it becomes clear ho~ political connections helped 

in building up the foundation of the edifice upon ~hich the 

mighty structure of the House ~as erected in later years. 

K.N.Chaudhuri aptly comments that "there YJas certainly a very 

close connection betYJeen the finances of the Na~ab and the 

meteoric rise to prominence of the great banking house of 

Fateh Cham, the Jagat Seth. Political Ski 11 and concentra

tion of comrre rcial \lealtb went hand in band for any Indian 

merchant -with a claim to eminence ••• " 11 This also probably 

eJtplains, -why earlier merchants like Khemchand and Mathura.das 

could not consolidate their position, n>t'Ni thstanding brisk 

business am finance. In the absence of direct political 

connections and backing, these merchants alYJays ,remained 

scattered and organisationally powerless. 

Ho'N powerful -was tbe hold of this House is evident 

from the fact that Jo shiah Chi tly, an agent of the English, 

-------
1 o. 

11. 

Yousuf Ali, Tarikhi-Bang,ala-1-Mahab~t Jangi (tr.A.Subhan) 
(Calcutta, 1982), p.117; A.Karim, li!!!:!hia iYli_!gaan and 
His Times (Dacca, 1963), p. 89. 

K.N .Cbaudhuri, Tradin~ World of Asia and the E~wsh East 
[!!!!JLCQ~J (Cambri ge, 197E), p.m. 



lfOO owed some money to Manick Chand could not even leave for 

England witoout making arrangements for its realisation. 12 

Manik Chand had established branches at Dacca, Patna, 

Calcutta, Banaras, Hugli and else"Where. But the Delhi branch 

was established by his successor Fateh Chand. 13 Manik Chand, 

before his death, received the title of Seth fro.m the Mughal 

Emperor ani his family got the rare privilege of wearing gold 

at the feet, a rare oonour shared with the.Nawab. 14 He became 

the right hand man of the Nawab in all bi s financial reforms 

and in his private affairs. From Manick Chand's time the 

representatives of this House were recognised as the pennanent 

members of the Nawab' s Council. 15 When Manick Chand died in 

1714, his adopted son, Fateh Chand, became tbe head of the 

House. 

Under Fateb Chand the real greatness of this House was 

in crescendo and it began to play the pi~tal role in the 

economic as well as political life of Bengal. The era of 

monopoly business began also from his time. Under him the 

House reached the clima~ of wealth, power and influence. It 

-------------------------------
12. BPC, P/1/2, February-March 1713. 

13. BPC, P/1/2, February 1713. 

14. L1 ttle, op. cit., p .27. 

15. Hunter, op.cit., p.254. 
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bad established centres in different parts of the country 

and carried on brisk busi~ss. The branch of Delhi was set 

1.1p during his time as already mentioned. He was conferred 

-with the title of Jagat Sieth by Emperor Muhammad Shah in 1722 

in recognition of his great service at the time of great 

scarcity in Delhi. 16 

The House became the famous centre of commercial credit. 

Besides Bengal, where it was almost in monopoly, its credit was 

great in Delhi, in western India and also outside India. Turani 

merchants from Central Asia, Armenian merchants trading in 

Basra and Jeddah depemed on this oouse as much as too merchants· 

from upper India, English and French private traders and English, 

French arrl Dutch Companies. With the expansion of tbe volume 

of trade, tbe bullion imported from Europe by the European 

companies could not keep pace -with the goods exported and they 

bad to keep thecnselve s busy for finding other means to fill up 

their trade balance. Once the English tried to import 

European goods and freight ships 17 to tackle this proble:n. But 
not 

this couldL meet the growing demand for capital. The Covnpany 

was fo reed to turn to this banking House for money. In tte 

Bengal consultations of tre 1730s and 1740s there are copious 

references of company's loans, repayment, sale and purchase of 

bullion and other transactions with this House. 

-----------------~------
16. Little, op.cit., p.47. 

17. BPC, P/1/6/, December 1725. 
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In this connection, the case of Kantu is most reveal

ing. The case of Kantu revealed the wrking of the financial 

transactions of the Company in relation to Fateb Chand and th~ 

general body of mercha.'1ts. 18 Kantu, as broker of the Company, 

used to take loans for and on behalf of the Company, for 

advancements of the merchants. In 1730, it "Was found that he 

o,ed to Fateh Chand Rs.2, 15, 000 and an>ther Rs.33, 000 to the 

other merchants. Besides this, he "Was responsible to the 

company for as.1,33,000. But his assets amount to Rs.2,72,000. 

Fateh Chan:i •s contention -was that he had 'lent the money to 

tbe Company' and held the Company responsible for that. Seeing 

the Company• s dilly-dallying in making him pay, Fateh Chand 

appealed to the Nawab -«ho appointed Haji Ahmad to look into the 

matter. The Haji advised the English that since "Fateb Chand's 

estate was esteemed as the King's treasure and the Nawab was 

resolved to see him satisfied", it 'Was advisable for the 

English to avert an open rupture with the Na'Wab. 19 

The failure of the English to satisfy Fateh Chand so 

exasperated him that he entirely stopped the sale of·the 

English bullion at Kasimbazar and Murshidabad and brought about 

a deadlock in their trade. 20 The English attempt to get the 

---------- ----·-----
18. S .Bhattacharya, ~East_Indi~_cowar:tt a!l9._t.he EconomLQ.t 

~gal (Calcut~a, 19~ p;J7. 

19 • BP C , P /1 I 8 , 2 J un e 17 3 0. 

20. Bhattacharya, op.cit., p.38. 
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matter solved through the counsel of Sarfaraz !(han, Haji 

Ahmad and Rai A lam Chand all ended in failure. The helpless

ness of the two ministers to settle tb:! dispute involving 

Fateh Chand sho1Med the esteerned position of Fateh Chand. "The 

Nawab has such a regard for Fateh Cham, that is out of our 

pO\ver to serve you in opposition to him". All they coUld do 

was to ad vise the Eng lisb to make up the dispute with Fateh 

Chand. 21 

·The situation for the English became critical and their 

business cam9 almost to a standstill at Kasimbazar ani they 

were thinking of' quitting Murshid a bad. The N awab became so 

e:xasperated with the English de lay that he even threatened to 

stop their Patna fleet carrying salt-petre. Ultimately through 

the good offices of one Armenian merchant, Coja O~an and Indian 

merchants, the affair was settled and the English paid Fateh 

Chand Rs.1,30, 000 'Who in tum promised to sh:>'ft good 6ffices to 

the English. In 1743 again a Kantu type case occurred in the 

case of Sir Francis Russell who borrowed money from Fateh Chand. 

Though he borrowed money for his own private trade, but in vie'W 

of Company•s servants• tricky policy of borrowing any amount 

in the na.rne of the Company it resulted in this confusion. 

Hence, Fateh Chand demanded the money from the Company and held 

them responsible for that. The Company had to pay keeping in 

view "the Company's interest to keep Fateh Chand in good sense 11 .22 

21. BPC, 13 July 1730, P/1/8. 

22. BPC, August-September 1743. 
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The impo rta nee of the Kantu case lies be re that 1 t 

demonstrated the extreme financial autoority enjoyed by the 

.House an:l its hold upon the Nawab and the native merctants. 

The English learnt the experience that in case of a conflict 

lNith Fateh Chand there l\laS little hope of getting tl-2ir 

interests vindicated from any quarter. That even the native 

merchants dared not trade with the English was highlighted 

from tm fact that when a.i'ter the dismissal of Kantu, "two 

substantial merchants to l\lhom the post or broker· had been 

offered in succession, bad each refused to accept it giving 

as tmir reason that it l!Jould be impossible to carry on the 

Company• s investment until the di sputa with Fateb Chand was 

accommodated.n 23 

The English realised their mistake and also the benefit 

of having transactions w.lth Fateh Chan:l not only from the 

commercial point of view but from political point of view as 

well. Hence the Calcutta Council, in a letter dated 15 

December 1732, ordered the Kasimbazar Council to give Jagat 

Seth the preference when tbay borrowed money in future and 

these orders were again repeated in 1736. 24 The Company's 

merchants at Kasimbazar started borrowing from Fateh Chand 

and on March 3, 1733, ·they took up Rs.200, 000. Again on 

2 March, 1738 the Company's sa rvants borrowed Rs.130, 000. On 

23. BPC, P /1/8, 9 June 1730. 

24. BPC, 15 December 1732, P/1/9;, 24 July 1736, P/1/10. 



16 November 1/38, we have reference of a transaction of 

different nature when Fateh Chand and his gomall~ desired to 

have 66 pieces of red broad cloth and 66 pieces of green gJ tto. 25 

During the later years we have copious references of the House 

advancing money to the Europeans. In September 174-9 the debt 

of the-Dacca factory to the House alone amounted to ~.584,000 

and in 17 51 the Ka simbazar factory • s debt rose to Rs. 562,820. 26 

At the tim of Plassey the Dutch OW'ed four lakhs am the French 

debt before the capture of Chandernagore amounted to a mlllion 

and a halr. 27 There is no doubt that the inland traders also 

approached the House for loan and benefitted them since their 

term was lenient than otmrs. Following a request from the 

East India Company, the House lowe red the rate or interest to 

9 per cent in 1740 and it facilitated the process of credit 

taking from the House. 28 on 21 December the English at 

Kasimbazar borrowed Rs.60, 000 from the Jagat Seth at t~ new 

rate of 9 per cent. 29 In this way, this House with its net¥~ork 
of branches all over northern India established almost a 

monopoly business in commercial credit and 'be came conspicuous 

for its wealth integrity ani avowed favour of the governing 

--------------------------------~--
25. BPC, March 1737, P/1/10. 

26. Factory Records Kasimbazar, 17'51 quoted in S.Chaudhuri 
''European Companies and Pre-Modern South Asian Cormnerclal 
System" ~~~t~a Histqr!£~~~' December 1787. 

27. Sinha, op.cit., p.149. 

28. BPC, 11 December 1740, P/1/13. 

29. BPC, 26 December 1740, P/1/13. 
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power' •30 But their activities were ~t confined to any 

single business, ot~ r factors were also at work in their 

emergence as the important banking bouse. 

Fateh Chand's succession to the House coincided almost 

'llith the right of superintendence over the Mursbidabad Mint. 

After the passing allay of Raghunandan in 1717, the control 

over the mint went to this House, which the House fully 

exploited to their advantage. Arrl it became a source of "a 

perennial stream of wealth to the Seths". 

Since in Bengal the standard of money ~as silver, the 

bullion ~as in most demand for coinage. Almost the entire 

bullion was supplied by the Europeans in exchange of their 

commodities. With huge resources ready at hand, t~ Jagat 

Seths controlled the purchase of bullion in Bengal. Fateh 

Chand and his control over the mint was so strong that he 

"actually dictated the price of precious metals". Though the 

farma_!l of 1717 and the appended lli!Sbul kumku~3 1 gave the 

English the right to make payment in Madras rupees without 

discount and to use the mint for coinage, the English had 

never been successful before 1757 to avail of this opportunity~ 

--------
30. Sinha, op.cit., p.149. 

31. Bhattacharya, op.cit., pp.20-21. 
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The Jagat Seths in alliance ~ith tbe Na~ao, ~ithstood all 

attempts of the English to coinage. Even the Madras or Arcot 
0 rupees were not al~wed to pass without :2f!~§: in Bengal. In 

September 1721, the Kasimbazar factory reported "that \./bile 

Fateh Chand is so .great with the N awab, they can have no 

hopes of that grant, re alone having the sole us_e of the Mint, 

nor dare any other shroff or merchant coin a rupee's W"Orth of 

silver". 32 Nevertheless, the Court of Directors was anxious 

to get too privilege of minting secured and ..vrote to the 

Calcutta Council, "~e hope our now constituted President and 

Council will give us a convincing specimen of their ability 

and zeal for our service among other things in obtaining the 

grant of coinage we have s.:> often am with such earnestness 

press you to endeavour and she~' d you the loss we suffered and 

wherein the sale of silver and cy the batta on our Madras 

rupees \le can't add thereto". 33 In August 1727, 'When the 

English offered 16 chests of silver for sale they were amazed 

to see that none of the shroffs dared to quote a price big be r 

than offered by Fateh Chand. The English, as a matter of fact, 

had to sell the bullion to Fateh Chand for what he offered. 

In 1743, Jagat Seth took the bullion of the English for sale 

------------·-----------------
32. BPC, P/1/5, September 1721; Little, op.cit., p.43. 

33. Despatch Book, vo1.101, f.102, 16 February 1722 quoted i"l 
s .Chaudbury' s article "European Companies", Cal~..1tta 
Hi storiru_l2.!:!.!'-1~1, p .147 • 
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at a lower rate than that of the mint rate. 34 lgain and 

again, the attempt of toa English to get the use of mint and 

even the sale of bullion independent of Fateh Chand ~as 

frustrated by the latter. 

Closely connected 'With the purchase of bullion was the 

currency movement and Q!tta question. Here again the control 

of the Jagat Seth "Was supreme. As per Mug hal tradition, 

banking business 'Was performed by the Grraf (the most import

ant officer in mint) 'fih:> acted, as Tavernier informs us, "as a 

banker to make remittances of money and issue letters of 

e:xchange". Since the Mughal coinage 'cias of the highest 

metallic purity, the value of the coins therefore, corresponded 

to their 'Weight in metal. And it 'Was essential for everyone 

to see n:>t only that a coin received in payment 'WaS not counter

feit but that it had not also lost \Jieight through c1ipping or 

~ear. Tavernier gives an account of ho'W this system operated. 

"The longer a rupee of silver bas been coined or which have 

been coined a short time, because the old ones having often 

passed by hand be comes -worn, and they are in consequence 

lighter. Thus when you make a sale it is necessary to say that 

you require to be paid in Sbahjahani rupees, i.e., in T'lew silvert 

otherwise your payment will be made in rupees coined 15 or 20 

34. 
-----

S.Chaudbury, "European Companies", op.cit., p.149. 
Value at ~he Mint : . ':>::Fat~hand • s Rate 
Estimates Pillar Dollars @ 206 siccatF ~siccas:-: ··.p·er 

per 240 sicca weight 240 sicca weight 
Mexico 
French Crowns 
Duccatoons 

" 250 11 
" "203 " tt 

" 270 " u205 " n 
2:7:3 sicca each 2:6:9 sicca each 
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years more; upon "Nhicb tbere may be up to ~ per cent loss. 

For in tbe case of those "Nbich bave not been coined within 

'two years one-fourth per cent is demanded or at least one

eighth per cent is demaroed and tbe poor people woo do not 

know, ho"N to read tbe year when these rupees or paisa were 

coined, are liable to be created because something is at ways 

deducted, from them one paisa or half paisa on a rupee and on 

tbe paisa three or four cowries. 35 Jagat Seth's control over 

the mint being absolute they were in full command to decide 

the charges according to their own term. William Bolts 

coaments that Jagat Seth introduced the custom of batta or 

agio upon tlle sicca.s an:i made the nyop bear an additional 

batta:.. 

Batson in 17 60, estimated that t~ charge of stamping 

the rupees afresh was n::> roore than hal! per cent and consider-
' 

ably less if a large quantity of rupees were brought to the 

mint. 36 The House in callus sion w1 th the shrof fs of the mint 

took full advantage of it. The government decision to receive 

revenues only in sicca rupees of the current year opened the 

"Nay of furtbe r profit to the House because of the batta system~ 

"The Jagat Setbs were responsible for the development of the 

custom according to which a new coined §!££§ rupee circulated ___ , ___ _ 
35. J.B.Tavernier, I.£aveJ:.L!!L~.i§ (tr.V.Ball in t'WO volumes), 

first Indian edn.1977, Oriental Books reprint Corporation, 
pp .23-24. 

36. Long's Se~tions, p.216. 
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at full :Qatta for twelve months, then fell by 3 per cent and 

bad denomination of hir~uns or !iC£88 of various years. At 

this stage they remained until they were recoined into siccas".37 

Even tre sicca ruppees of Dacca, Patna, Calcutta were not 

allowed to cfrcula.te without a discount. The ~~U on various 

foreign coins was also a source of profit. In September 1731, 

when a representation was made to tbe Nawab Shujauddin that 

the English 'tiere importing only Madras or .A.rcot rupees, the 

Nawab ordered the same to be treated as bullion.3~ In 1736, 

Fateh Chand succeeded in getting an order passed by the govern

me nt reducing the value of Madras or Arcot rupees to benefit 

bimself.39 In Dece.11ber 1737 when the French were said to have 

secured a 12U~~ for the clearance of tr:~eir Arcot rupees and 

\.~ere promised a .§~g_ for having tbe use of mint, Fateh Chand 

was incensed against the French for their procuring a mint and 

. seemed to enjoy the harassing of the French. 4° Fateh Chand's 

income from bati! alone, Scrafton estimated., amounted to seven 

or eight lakhs rupees a year. Even when the English got the 

right of minting in Sirajuddaulah or Mirjafar' s time, tm 

grant was not of much use because it interfered with the rights 

of tbe Jagat Seths. 

----------------------
37. Sinha, op.cit., p.151. 

38. Chaudhuri, op.cit., pp.188-89. 

39 • BP c, 1 3 Dec ember 17 3 6, P I 1 I 1 0. 

40. Bhattacharya, op.cit., pp.114-15. 
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Anot~r source of income -which accrued to their treasury 

-was from the revenue, "Which the House received from the collec-

tors or zamind~~.!. The House became t~ receiver of revenue 

and other kinds of payment made to the Nawab. The House was 

entitled to commission at the rate of 10 per cent and Scrafton 

informs us that the profit of the House was 40 lakb rupees A 

year. 41 The stringency of regulations in revenue collection, 

put such a pressure upon tre zamindars that they rcund it 

difficult to deposit tm revenue very often in time. They thus 

had to turn to the money lenders and bankers for ready-money to 

pay t :ne ir revenue. In t~ Bill1-!!=.1.:.Zir~, the hold of the 

money lenders or bankers over the ~indar.2,, particularly in 

M!.gana level bas been discussed vividly. On the one hand, the 

banker gained profit through usury, discount, presents and the 

charges made in the "Written bond (~assu~), "Which the borrower 

made with the giver promising to pay loan within a limited 

time. on 'the otber band, he realised the perquisites (x:usu.:n) 

of malzamini, tbe usury and discount under the head of the 
42 

~put imposts from the :QU.g~~· As tre pressure of revenue-

demands was more on the big ~1~t2, who bore the br~nt of 

more than half of the total Bengal revenue, they bad to look 

-----------------------
41. Bengal in jZl§-57~yol.II (London, 1905), p.278. 

42. z.u. Malik, "Agrarian Structure in Bengal", Mediexf}.l India -
A MiscellaD,y, AMU, 1977; Rj.sala-1-Zirat, type-script {tr.-
H .Mukbia), pp .11-12, 18-19. . 
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to the House for money or to stand as surety as Yousuf Ali 

says. In this way, it brought huge grist to the House's 

mill in t"Wo-fold -ways. While on the one hand, being rent 

receiver the House had its own commission, it provided money, 

on the otter, to the defaulting zamindars. The House of 

Ja.gat Seth made a large part of their profits by collecting 

interest on loans which tbey made to ~_i~ars who could not 

pay their revenue. The banking bouse acting as guarantor for 

money of the larger zamindars a~sured the government to pay 

their revenue regardless of their financial condition in time. 

Thus the banking house became tr.Je direct beneficiary of 

Murshid Quli'S revenue policy and under the patronage of the 

~zim built the richest banking house in Bengal and became the 

treasurer o1' the provincial government. 43 The :2l!il~ on the 

gross import i.e., the Kutcha Amdani 'Was their another source 

of income. Yousuf Ali says that at the beginning of the 

financial year {:QY!lya) during Ali vardi' s administration the 

arrears of tbe preceding year's collection amounting to si:x 

or seven lakhs of rupees were brought in bags and placedthem 

before the Nawab. If anything remained outstanding from the 

ami!! and ~in£ars, Jagat Seth gave his written promise to 
41+ pay the amount to t~ government of the Nazim. 

43. P.B.Calkins, "Formation of a Regio~ally Oriented Ruli~g 
Group in Bengal", -I.2!:!.!!!tl-2!'. Asian Studies, 1970, p.804. 

44. Yousuf Ali, op.cit., p.116. 
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Having branches all over northern India, t~ House 

ce.rr~e d on their bundi business very briskly. From native 

businessmen to the European traders as also the Na'Wab all 

availed tbe opportunity of their hundii· They very often 

sent .. their money in bills of exchange and the English 

regularly dre'W their bills. Their hundis 'Were of such 

demand that it 'Was not necessary for them to despatch treasure 

chests from one place to another. The tribute of one crore to 

be sent to the Delhi Emperor could be paid by Fateh Chand 

Jagat Seth by one single ~~.45 Sometimes, the House took 

part in trading business also. The Dutch account says that 

the Jagat Seth took tbe retail trade business of the four 

main kinds of spices to them outside the European settlement. 46 

Ghulam Hosain relates that the wealth of the Ja.gat 

Seths ~as so great that no banker could compare with them and 

all the bankers in Bengal at that time were either their 

associates or members of their family. 47 Ahmad Shah Abda.li -when 

entered Delhi in 1?57, could truly visualise the important 

position of the Jagat Seth. He accorded his representative 

great honour, because he alone could be the surety of the 

nobles. 48 Though it is difficult to have any exact idea about 

45. Sinha, op.cit., p.151. 

46. Ibid. 

47. Seir U l M§..t.~}S.berin (Calcutta, 1902) (tr.), vol. 2, pp.457 -58. 

48. Sinha, op.cit., p.151. 
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their wealth some glimpses can be bad from the accounts of 

contemporary writers who say that in 1742 at the time of 

Maratha raid the House became their target in particular. 49 

They carried a~ay t-.K> crores of Arcot rupees from the l:buse 

alone.5° The loss of this huge sum affected the House little. 

Even after this the House continued to give governnent bills 

of exchange at sight of: full one crore rupees at a time.51 

Wi tical Cont!Ql 

Witb their enormous wealth and influence the Jagat 

S.eths were able to acquire a very important position 1n the 

politics of Bengal. Their inf lue nee in Delhi was also very 

great. As has already been mentioned Manick Chand had been a 

close associate of Murshid Quli Khan and one of his close 

advisors. During its heyday, the House was involved in almost 

all important happenings in Bengal. On many occasions, Jagat 

Seth played the chief mediator's role in settling the dispute 

bet'Ween the Na'Nab and the English. William Bolts asserts that 

the Jagat Seth "acquired an influence at the Durbar little 

inferior to that of the Na'Nab himself" .52 

--------~---------------
49. RiYa! (tr.), 341; Yousuf Ali, op.cit., p.34. 

50. ~ir ul Mutakherin, vol.I, p.432; Little, op.cit., pp.120-21. 

51. Seir ul Mut~~' vol.I, pp.432-33. 

52. W .BoltsJ. ~EsiQ.erations on Indian Affair! (London, 1772), 
pp.157-)8. 



Indeed, the role of tbe Jagat Seth: in Bengal politics 

had become dual: external or superimposing and internal. The 

House had been successful in establishing a good rapport with 

tbe court of Delhi, ~hich gave it an unenviable status in the 

eyes of the contemporaries. Whenever any Khilats were sent 

from the court to the Nazims of Bengal, the Jagat Seth received 

tbe similar distinction •. L1 ttle comm.ents that "a striking 

influence of the po1Ner of the heads of this family at Delhi 

was, the manner in which they obtained ~~ notifying the 

appointment of the Nawab. They were not mere agents between 

the Nawab and the court. Their cooperation appears to have 

been absolutely essential."53 With this superimposing influ

ence they could create problems for any Nawab, as it happened 

at the time of Si raj-ud-Daula.h. 

The strength of this influence was visualised in the 

interplay of Bengal politics. When Murshid Quli Kha.."l tried to 

secure a farmsu. in favour of his nominated grandson, Sarfaraz 

Khan, his efforts were fruitless. Rather Shujauddin Kha"l, who 

challenged the candidature of his son and set his foot against 

him, succeeded through the goodwishes of Fateh Chand, the 

Jagat Seth. From this time onwards the Jagat Seth occupied a 

more pronounced place in tbe politics. Shujauddin, after his 

accession to the throne, for;ned a Councu54 con.sisting of four 

--------------------------
53. Little, op.cit., p.5o. 

54. Seir, vol.I (tr.), op.cit., p.281; Riya~, pp.291-93· 
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persons, in -which Jagat Seth had a prominent position. 

Later, Alivardi was shrewd enough to realise the strength 

of Jagat Seth and utilised his services in his bid to 

capture the ll!Mnag of Bengal. 55 The role of the Seth in the 

battle of Plassey is well known. Sirajuddaulah brougbt·.about 

his own downfall by imJX.Jlitically alienating the Jagat Seth. 

The delay of the Seth in getting a farman, secured for Siraj 

and his failure to raise three crores of rupees angered the 

Nawab so much that he bit the Jagat Seth on the face.56 The 

result 'fiB.S obvious. In the conspiracy against Sirajuddaulah 

the Seth took leading part to bring about his downfall.57 

"The House bad been the main mover in all the revolutions of 

Bengal".5B 

In the wmle range of activities starting from the 

banking business to the involvement in tbe politics of Bengal, 

the House of Jag at Seths domina ted the scenario of Bengal 

during too period of our study. Beginning their career, as 

mere usurers, the Setbs gradually but steadily emerged as the 

monopoly banking house of Bengal. They consolidated their 

------------------------------· 
55· Ibid., pp.332-33; K.K.Dutta, ill1aro1 a.!19._!!is Times 

(Calcutta, 1963), p.21. 

56. Quoted in Little, op.cit., p.165. 

57. Raj iblochah Mukhopadhyay, Krtsb,~chandra Ran§.h£! Cha,ti.~~J!g 
(Calcutta, 1347 Bengali year , pp.27-28, 35. 

58. J.Law in s.C.Hill (ed.), ~nga~ in 175~, vol.III (London, 
1905), P•175. 
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position "With the active support and help from the N iza1nat 

and backed by the trust and confidence reposed in them by 

the Centre. 

In the given circumstances, the Na-wa.bs were very much 

in need of money; they looked for a sort of security in case 

or contingency. There are many instances when the Nawabs 

sought the help of the Jagat Seths for money. Tbe House by 

providing money to tbe Na'tllab s in times of need had been able 

to e:xploi t it to their full ad vantage, to secure the 

ascendancy -which, one may say, in tte long run created a 

condition of mutual _dependence. The sound financial base 

-which the House gained under the direct patronage of the 

Nawabs in turn began to influence the course of politics in 

the province. 

After the battle of Plassey, t~ fortune of the Seths 

-was on rapid decline. There -were many factors responsible 

for this, one of the potent factors being the removal of the 

political umbrella which acted as a shield under the patronage 

of the Na-wab. It is an irony that the English, -whom the House 

helped to capture po"Wer 1."1 Bengal, bece.me instrumental in 

bringing about its decline. The privileges -which they bad 

hitherto enjoyed were taken a-way gradually. If the Na-wab's 

position rested on Jagat Seth's wealth, the trajectory of the 

House -was too bounded up with his fortunes. 
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Chapter IV 

The Eng1ish East India Company and the Nizama t 

The first half of the 18th century witnessed the phe

nomenal rise in the volume of English East India· Company's 

trade in Bengal, with its exports reaching an average of 

about 60 per cent of the total exports from India. As the 

trade expanded rapidly,' the Company became involved more 

and more in the political network of Bengal. The more the 

authority of the f"Iughals waned and the po,·rer of the Nawabs 

increased, 
1 
the greater the Europeans' contact was with the 

Nizamat. Instead of dealing with the distant nughal autho

rity, the English had to face a strong and intract:'lble 

rla zim who succeeded in n:ainta ining law and order and thus 

promoting conditions positive for trade and commerce. As 

the Nizamat became increasingly free from imperial c,)ntrol, 

it sought to impose its dictates and directives upon the 

Europeans. Visualising the enormous grovtth of the inglish 

Le.st India Company's tr'dding activities the Na.wabs, -very 

often alleging infringement of the given privileges, de

manded financial contributions, which the Company, by 

falling back upon their privileges, refused to comply with 

vainly. As a matter of fact, the Nawa.bs' demand for money 

and the Company's refysal to pay had so surchurged the 

atmosphere that its impact augured ominous signs in Bengal. 

\"v'i th the expanding volume of trade and the growing 

interference by the Nizamat, the Company fe 1 t the necessity 
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of its involvement in Bengal politics. According to B.K. 

Gupta, it \\BS the consideration of ec anomie interest which 

l~d the European Company to interfere in Bengal body poli

tic. This involvement was either through the use of force, 

political manoeuvring, intermediation or corrupt means, 

culminating ultimately" in the battle of Plassey_ in 1757, 
1 to defend its interests. 

·,·,hether this involvement \\BS direct or indirect that 

\..as immaterial. i'1hat was important ,...as that, given this 

background, trade had became inseparably associated with 

politics. To protect and promote their rights and pri vi

leges the Company did not hesitate to fall back upon the 

use of force, though they preferred to settle their score 

amicably a~ it served their interests most. The relation

ship between the Nizamat and the Company hinged on a num

bers of issues including dastak, private inland trade, 

outrage of the Company's servants, jurisdiction over the 

subjects, neutrality of the Nawabs' port. 

The Company's Trade in Bengal: Policies and Actions 

Since t"le union of the two East India Companies in 

1702, three factors had largely contributed in the demand 

for Indian goods. First,was the immense improvement in 

1 The ft'r st attempt tried in this direction \.'JB.S war with 
Shaista Khan in 1688-89, which led to their temporary 
disaster. ~ven after the grant~farman the Company 
had to bribe in the Nawab's offic~als. In fact,the 
East India Company's relations at the time of ShiJa
uddin f<iuhamrnad Khan v.e.s marked by this activity, 
wl-tich later grew to a menacing proportion. 
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the Company's American and African Commerce. Second, the 

great increase in Calico printing business, and lastly, 

the almost universal introduction of the use of tea in 

Britain and its dependencies. 1a The search for goods 

brought the Company from one place to another. Following 

the decline of Western and South Indian markets caused by 

a number of factors, English turned their attention in

creasingly tov.e.rds Bengal. 2 Its cheapness of goods, high 

quality of products, and easy way of communication, sup

plied through innumerable waterv.ays radically changed the 

ccurse of trade-routes in favour of Bengal. Marshall 

points out the importance of political factors, i.e., re

latively stable conditions and its immunity from social 

upheavals in comparision to the other regions.3 Accord

ing to K.N. Chaudhuri the development of European trade 

in Bengal in the late 17th century had the effect of 

shifting the balance radically in favour of the sea..:.borne 

trade. 4 There is no doubt that the European trading 

carved out a sizeable share in Bengal's trading organisa-

tion. 

1a 

2 

3 

4 

It would, however, be too much to point out that 
I 

William Bolts, Considerations on Indian Affairs, p. 
69 (London, 1772 • 

For a discussion of why Bengal became so important 
in Company's trade see, K.N. Choudhuri: Trading 
\1/orld of Asia and the En lish East India Com~, 
pp. 237-38; Cambridge 1978 ; s. Chaudhuri, Trade 
and Commercial Oraanisation in Ben~al 1650- 20 , 
pp. 20-21, Calcu ta, 1975. 

P .J. I1arshali, The East Indian Fortunes: The British 
}1:1 Bengal in the 18th Century, (Oxford, 1976), p. 29. 

K.N. Choudhuri, op.cit., p. 247. 
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Europe's contact· wi tl1 Bengal changed its trade -route; even 

after that huge quantity of goods were exported through 

interprovincial and interregional trade. 

Cotton textiles, piece goods, silk.sugar. salt

petre etc. v.;ere the chief articles of trade exported by 

the Company. Besides this, a large volume of inlarrl trade 

was carried on in agT~cultural produce, such as rise, sugar

cane, indigo, betelnut, tobacco, poppies etc. Trade in 

salt conducted by the Company's servants which initially 

was a necessary adjunct to.trading by sea and was to 

obtain goods for exports and to dispose of imports, quick

ly became an object in itself for many Englishmen. This 

was to cast its ominous shadow in tre years to come.5 

Vfuen the English appeared on the trading field of 

Bengal, they had to adjust themselves with the prevalent 

system of procuring goods, i.e., advance contract or the 
i 

system of dadni. The great bulk of commodities procured 

for long distance markets ~s almost procured through 

advance contract by the latter half of the 17th century. 

The system v.as OPE:rated trrough two Wlys. One was under 

the direction of the chiefs ·and Residents at its subordi-

nate factories of Chittagong, Luckipore, Kasimbazar, Dacca, 

Burdwan, f'lidnapore etc. The Company sent native gomastas 

into the interior parts 'of the country. The second was 

the metho::i of posting the native gomastas at the other 

aurungs or manufacturing tovrns under the direction of a 

5 l"-1ars hall, op. cit. , p • 1 09. 
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member of the Board of Council at Calcutta, who held the 

post of export of the warehouse keeper. They procured 

goods for the Company. 6 This system was called dadni-

advances and the merchants, who received advances, ,.,.ere 

known as dadni-merchants. This system of dadni assumed the 

complex character of a multi-tier system, percolating do~ 

to the weavers' level and involving defi~ite obligations 

on both sides. In a letter dated 1676, Strey~ham Master 

also gives an account of how the system operated. The 

dalals, appointed by the government 'having tooks money, 

deliver it to the picars, who carry it from towne to towne 

and deliver it to the weavers, soe that the only security 

of the Eicars are the weavers, of the breakers are the 

picars and the Honourable Companeys money, the· Broakers•.7 

This system continued till 1756, when in the wake of I~'Bra

tha invasions the system failed and the Company devised 

the scheme of direct purchase. 

The advent of the European·~companies in the area of 

Bengal's trade foreshado'\.<.€d a noticeable change and far

reaching impact i~ many ways. Their entry into the commer

cial life of Bengal, as buyers and sellers. of goods, crea

ted problem~ in the supply and delivery of the .same. The 

Bengal merc~ants, who had experience of dealing with indi-

6 ~'iilliam Bolts, Considerations, London, 1772, pp. 70-71 .. 

7 The Diaries of Streynsham Ivester (1675-80) and other 
con~mporary papers relating there toed. R.C. Temple 
(vol1

• I & II) (London, 1909) pp. 14-15, quoted in 
Cambridge Economic History of India, vol. I, p. 345. 
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vidual traders from various parts of Asia, had now to deal, 

for the first time, with the foreign Compc.J.nies of monopo

listic merchant Capita1.8 But the most tangible change 

.·,as in the treatment accorded by the officers of the I>1ughal 

Empire to these foreign merchants. The Corporate structure 
I 

of these commercial groups gave them a collective strength 

and unity of purpose, not available .to say individual group 

of merchants trading or resident with the Nughal Empire. 

Their control over sea gave them additional strength and 

this political reality ,.,as recognised by treating the heads 

of factories as co-equals of the I'lughal ruling elite.9 This 

superiority in strength over sea placed them at an advan

tageous positions in their trading activities in Asi~, 

which they sought to utilise through 'the use of force' 

and it vras 'a-, implicit part of European trade with ASia'. 

The model. set up by the Portugese, and better known as 

'redistributive enterprise' was soon taken up by the Eng-

lish East India Company as well. 

Though the Company v..as opposed to large-scale use of 

force and their chief concern was trade, given the pre-

vailing situation, the English realised that without the 

show of po\..;er, it was difficult to carry on trade success

fully. As the Co~pany vras liable to numerous financial 

exactions, imposed on goods, by various imperial officials 

at different entre-pots and places, the Company felt 

8 :::. .K •. Chaudhuri, op.ci t., p. 61. 

9 K.N. Chaudhuri, op.cit., p. 109. 
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vulnerable without fortified settlements in the Indian 

subcontinent. This they did partly because they wished to 

avoid payments to the local redistributive enterprises, 

and partly because the Directors ~dnted the Company to be

come a redistr(e-u..:tive enterprise in its o"m rights • Thus 

a device which was earLier a mean towards an end, i.e., 
I 

m:::t.ximisation of commercial profits, became for a time an 

end in itself, with the installation of a person t:-; the 

h • f ,, I ff . 1 0 1'h . • t • gcvernors lp o. ~ompany sa a1rs. lS propos1 10n 

first expoonded by Gerald 1~ungier (President at Surat and 

Governor of Bombay in 1669), in a lengthy despatch to the 

Directors in 1677, said that, 'Justice and necessity of 

your estate now require that in violent distempers, vio-
' 

lent cures are only successful, that the times now require 

you to manage your general comuerce with your sword in 

ha ~,s. 111 your u..t 

Vii th the accession of Sir Joshiah Child to the 

governorship in 1681, it became the accepted policy of the 

Company, and continued for aJ_most till the e_nd of the 

century. Child held the view that successful trading re

quired sufficient m~litary strength. The ultimate goal 

was to establish "such a policy of civil and mi_li tary 

power and create and secure such a large reventte as might 

lead to 'the foundation of a large well grounded sure 

10 K.N. Chaudhuri, op.cit., p. 115. 

11 and the 
Reprint 



English dominion in India for all time to comeu.12 The 

growing difference between the Empire's off iciais and the 

Company's factors made them think of a fortified military 

settlements near the mouth of the Ganges to ensure the move

ment of their trade. This line of action received active 

encouragement from Joshiah Child and the outcome \.,as wa.r 

with the Mughals, in which the purpose of the English v,e.s 

badly shaken •13 The failure of the WJ.r policy brought the 

English to their knees, 'begged pardon for their faults' 

and petitioned for allowance to trade freely in Bengal as 

formerly. The imperial orders of· 10 February, 1691, per

mitted the Company to carry on its trade in Bengal an an 

annual payment of as. 3,000 in lieu of customs.14 

Following the debacle, there ensu.'ed a period of 

1 ull and peacerul trading. The rebellion of Shobha Singh 

in 1696 threw the country into the welter of anarchy, and 

the decisive success of the Dutch at Chinsura, .arresting 

his progress, demonstrated the superiority of the European 

15 forces in Ben;:;al. This did not go unnoticed to the Eng-

lis h. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

It af-forded them an OpPortunity to fortify their 

Ibid. 

The v.rar broke out in 1686 and continued for two years. 
The .English v.ere completely defeated and forced to 
retree3: t to J'fiadras. But they again came back in 169). 

Steward, History of Bengal (Delhi, 1971 ), p. 543; 
H.iya z-us -Sal at in ( Reprint 1 975 ) , p. 232 ; C .R. • Wils on~ 
Early Annals of the English in Benp;al, vol. I, (1895J, 
p. 124. 

A. Roy, "The Rebellicn of Shobha Singh --A case Study n

Bengal Past and Present (1969-70), p. 70. 
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settlements. Further, the enveloping disorder and anar

chy, in the closing years of Aurangzeb's reign ·also did 

not escape their attention.16 

Soon an attitude which aimed at projecting the.Com

pany as a victim of political oppression was adopted. The 

desire to control the local resources and the freedom from 

paying tribute to the Asian redistributive enterprises re

mained. But the methods of attaining these aims shifted 

from the use of force to diplomatic manoeuvring, persua

sive approach and res orting to corrupt means. It became 

the mainstay of Company's stated policies and objectives. 

Force was to be applied only in the last resort and as a 

deterrent to intimidate the authority. As a matter of 

fact, in Bengal, under the strong and efficient rule of 

I1urshid Quli I\han, the English had little scope to inter

meddle in its affairs. Again, tr~ding activities had 

reached such a high scale that in the event of any warfare, 

the possibility to lose than to gain was more. The policy 

of enhancing the scope of commercial privileges and acquir

ing bases \VS.S, hov:ever, never lost sight of. But in the 

next fifty years, the English tilted their policy to dabble 

in the provincial politics which resulted ultimately in 

the battle of flassey. 

The Farman of 1717: The Company and JVJurshid Quli Khan 

1he difficulties which the .English had to face in 

conducting smooth and free trade, had made them aware of 

16 K.N. Chaudhuri, op.cit., p. 118. 
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the necessity of having a farman to overcome these prob

lems. This ul til'l'B. tely led to the sending of an embassy 

under Sir John Surman in 1715 and the securing of a farman 

in 1717 to the great joy of the English. 17 Along ">•iith 

the farman several hasbulhukms, appended to the farman, 

were also issued, granting the .Snglish some other privi

leges. Its main provisions were: the English got the 

right to duty-free trade on payment of ~. 3000 annually; 

the renting of Calcutta, Sutanati and Gobindpur was con

firmed and 38 new villages adjacent to Calcutta were con

ferred, subject to the permission of the diwan_and Subahdar. 

If any merchants or weavers or others became debtors or 

accountable, they should be handed over to the Company's 

agents, no persons would be suffered to injure and molest 

their gomastahs, thei~ rights and just demands; that the 

Jliadras rupees should r:ass without discount, provided they 

were of same quality of the Surat mints. 

The hasbul Hukums granted a dastak, exempting Com

pany's goods from being checked at the toll houses; permis

sion ,..as given for coining at l·furshidabad mint; to settle 

new factories at any place as per custom. 

Historians widely differ in regard to the importance 

of the farman of 1717 for the history of Bengal. While 

some histcJians consider it as t13.gna Carta of the English 

trade and acquisition of extraordinary privileges, 18 other 

(BPC) .. 
17 ~nrcl FUbli,c Conscillati~ns, L1717; P/1 /3, stewart, 

dis ory of .oengal, Appendu , pp. 543-45. 

18 s. Bhattacharya, op.cit., p. 21. 
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deem it as just a privilege and liable to opposition and 

regulation of the Nizamat •19 There is no doubt that the 

farman plaqed the Company at an advantageous position in 
; 

comparison to the other traders and was the watershed of 

Company's success in Bengal before 1757. Prof. A. Das 

Gupta observes that the British domination of Indian Sea 

would not have been possible unless they could have acqui

red some political power in the eastern Hinterland of 

Calcutta after 1717.20 

Whatever may be the oase, privileges granted in 

theory, could not be put into practice in many matters, 

mainly due to the opposition of the Nawabs who were 'pcsi

tively opposed to the strengthening of the English posi

tion in Bengal' Salim Allah writes that Murshid Quli Khan 

was 'jealous of the growing power of the Europeans in 

Benga1•.21 Since the 'farman was not clear in many respects, 

it afforded the Nizamat an opportunity to put the English 

under pressure and coerce them into submission. In fact, 

the relations bet~~en the Nizamat and the Company ran on 

this wave-length, in 1tJhich both the Nav.ab and the Company, 

endeavoured to squeeze out maximum benefit: the Nawab by 

trying to control the English influence and keeping them 

under his thumb; the Englist by striving to safeguard their 

newly acquired privileges and extending it to their best 

19 s. Chaudhuri, op.cit., p. 43. 

20 A. Ray (ed.), 'Upakuler Bhar~arsha' in Madhya Juger 
Bharat (Calcutta, 1987), p. 49. 

21 Salim Allah, 'Iarikhi-e-Bangala (tr. F. Gladwin, 1788), 
p. 81. 
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advantage. The outcome was one of constant friction and 

attrition, in which the Nizamat v.e.s the ultima.te loser. In 

this sense, the farman opened the way for the establishment 

of the commercial and political supremacy of the English in 

India • The behaviourial pattern of the English was direc

ted in such a way, where collision beca1ae inevitable. Ar:art 

from. that; by this time private inland trade of the Com

pany's servants being a matter of reckoning, had further 

complicated the issue. 

Soon after the grant of farman, the English made 

attempts to execute it by sending 20 chests of treasure to 

get it coined at I•1urshidabad. 22 Attempts v;ere also made 

to purchase those 38 villages granted in farman. But to 

their surprise, the Kassimbazar Council noted that though 

'they had shown Jaffer Caur·n, the copy of the royal Phir

mound (farman) am of the h:isbulhukums about the mint and 

for the tovms, which after he read, he positively s~id we 

shall not have ~~e use of the mint, nor liberty to pur

chase more towns'. 23 The English were taken by surprise 

at this Sudden development as they v;ere totally unprepared 

to meet such contingency. They got an inkling of the f8ct, 

that even the securi.ng of the farman did not augur the 

~d of impediments. The English began to view these deve

lopments as deprivation from having enjoyed their legally

earned privileges. It, also, brought into the.ir mind that 

howsoever legal, be their privileges, they vvere not free 

22 1st July, 1717, BI~, P/1/3. 

23 30th July, 1717, BPC, F/1/3. 
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from the authority of the Nm.,rab. This made them a'W8.re of 
i 

the necessity of cultivating good relations with the offi-

cers and men of influence at the Court. Henceforth, in

volvement in politics to keep their trading activities 

streamlined. As a matter of fact, most of the troubles, 

generated out of the opposing views held by both the 

ccmtending p:.1rtic:s in regard to the ·farman. From the 

inglish point of view the farman gave them unqualified 

charter to trade in Bengal, while the Nawab witnessed in 

all these an imp_lici t danger to the security of the 

Nizarnat. The same applies to the concession regarding 

the free .use of the .mint 1 
• 

Not being able to materialise their privilege, the 

English adopted the du1ious means by purchasing most of 

these villages in the name of Company 1S brokers and others 

dependent on them, wl1ich resulted 'in confusion and un

settling of their revenues between 1717 and 1757' •24 Very 

soon there arose a problem when the English decided to 

set up a new house at Hooghli in 1718; the Nawab, think-

ing it as their venture to build a fo~t, ordered the pull

ing down of the house, which led the English to stop all 

countryship up and down the river from an octagaon at 

Sutanuti 1 • 
25 But the English failed to extract the per

mission to erect the house. In 1723, in view of the 

growing business, the Company decided to settle factcries 

at Dacca and Maldah. The Nawab demanded ~. 40,000 to 

24 s. Bhattacharya, op.cit., p. 23. 
25 BPC, 1718, P/1/3. 
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issue a Perwanah. Though the Na,.,ab allovved the English to 

open factories at Dlcca, in the case of i1Ialdah factory, 

the English faced opposition from the people of ~mindar, 

Darpa Narain, of that place, due to their failure to pay 

the stipulated amount. Despite, petition, persuasion and 

threat-of force, the English could not get through. In a 

manner, the English v,-ere dealing wl, th the case, it demons-

tra ted that they were not to be tamed easily. 

The growing rnocxl of temper of the English v..ras amply 

seen in 1726-27, when Abdul ~yhim (Rahim), the Nav.eb 's 
-

Steward forpis Jagir, demanded on their tovms of Calcutta, 

GoVindpur ani others, an amount of Rs. 44,ooo. On the 

failure of the :i:!.nglish to pay the amount, their vakil at 

iviurshida bad was interned, their gomasthas were arrested 

arrl their brokers and merchants v,€re intimidated. The 

Calcutta (.!ouncil decided very firmly not to pay or comp-

ly with the demand, as, "it would be of most pericious 

consequence and occasion a further demand was ever he or 

a new steward should think proper to make one. n26 They 

expressed their anguish at the allo\\€l.nce of the Nav.ab to 

such behaviour and talked about the application of force. 

The Company seemed to be hesitant to take any prompt 

action 'on account of their Eon'ble i·'iasters investment', 

not being all out of the country, that might hinder the 

despatch of the ship Dawson and fu.rrington, in the case 

of the stoppage of the river • Secondly, the· Company and th...a.. 

26 B.P.C., P/1/5, August 26, 1723. 
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'Dutch, being in treaty with the faujdar of Hooghli, to pre

vent the Ostenders from having any footing in Bengal, were 

sceptic, quarrel with the Na.wab, might entirely overset·\. 

the negotiation'. 27 This probably explains why the Com

pany used force in the last resort. But considering the 

gravity and importance of the issue, the English decided 

to mobilise all their strength to g~t out of this entangle

ment. The vakil ~ds asked to 'give the king's duhoy (draw

ing attention) in the most public manner' of their grie

vances. Side by side, steps were taken to enlist "Euro

peans, Portugese and others," and endeavour "by strategem 

or other to get the vakil released, send an arzeedash or 

representation and lastly, finding no other alternative 

"to 'stop all the Hoor and Vessels that are going out. 11
28 

F'dteh Ch:lnd, through whom, the English l,.l.€re trying 

to settle the issue, hinted that 'for Rs. 30,000 a perwannah 

might be obtained to prevent any like demand for the 

future'. The English were ready to offer the Nazim Rs. 

15,000 to Rs. 20,000 on consideration that he would let 

them resettle the factor:,r at Haldah, build the house at 

Dacca, or finish the house at Hooghli, They could not 

give their money unless they have some benefit. 29 The 

Council threatened that 'our investment and all other busi-

ness had much better be impeded and our affairs entirely at 

27 Ibid. 

28 B.P.C., P/1/6, 13 February, 1727. 

29 Ibid., 13 I¥.1a.rch, 1727. 
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a stand than tamely or easily comply with the every unjust 

and unreasonable demand' •30 Ultimately through the good 
' 

office of Ii:l.teh Chand, the matter was settled on payment 

of ~. 20,000, who asked the English to regard it as a -

favour, because as the Kasimbazar Council reported the 

Calcutta Council, that the Na,.,e.b v.as very much incensed 

against them on acca..tnt of complaints made about their 

dealing in rice and grain, and numbers of gomastahs to 

the aurungs who dealt in many other things to the detri

ment of the Nawab's revenues. It was said at Murshida-

bad that mo~e than two hundred thousand mounds of rice 

were sent down to Calcutta and their servants had sold it 

on their own account. 31 It is therefore possible to 

establish correlation between the demands of Nawab and 

the inland trade of the Company's servants for whom the 

Company was responsible. 

The rapid increase in the volume of trade and the 

abuse of dastak by its servants, bring to light that the 

working of the farman \..as found to presage tr rubles and 

, 

assume greater magnitude in the years to come. Whatever 

may be the case, the Abdul Rahim affair points to the 

position and behaviourial pattern of the English in Bengal. 

'l'ha t the English had gained a strong foothold and \'Jere 

not to be coerced to any unjust demand easily, that they 

·were ready to be up in arms to defend their rights if the 

30 Ibid. 

31 Ibid., 20 Narch, 1727. 
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situation required so. But they were shr~wd enough to 

realise that war or force was to be used very cautiously 

arrd only in the last resort. Given the politico-ero nomic 

conditions, the settling of dispute, by peaceful means was 

thought to be more effectual than resorting to arms. 

The Company and Murshid Quli Khan 1 s Successors 

But they never failed to take advantage of the situa

tion, whenever it afforded them an opportunity and keenly 

watched the ongoings in Bengal to utilise it best to their 

interests. This attitude of the Company ,.,as clearly seen 

after the death of FJUrshid 0...1li Khan. The Calcutta Coun-

cil directed the Kas imbazar Council 1 to make the best use 

they can of the change of government 1 for the interests of 

the Company and to prejudice tje interests of the Osten:iers. 

The Con~any also hoped to get the farman of 1717 and other 

privileges procured through Sarfara z Khan, the new Navla b. 32 

That the authority of Sarfaraz 1\han, was not stable 

and the threat of a w~r of succession did not escape the 

close observation of the iliglish. Hence they were very 

careful to see that dealing did not fall in any wrong 

hands. The Company instantly took advantage of the si tua

tion to permit the Kascimbazar Council to give as far ·as 

8 to 10 thousand rupees to obtain leave for building the 

houses and resettling the IvJaldah factory. But as it ,.,as 

still uncertain whether Sarfaraz Khan or Shuja-ud-Din Khan 

32 BPC, P/1/6, 17 July, 1727. 
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would be appointed subahdar from the Court, the Calcutta 

Council ordered the Kasimbazar authority "that whatever 

sum is to be given is on condition of its not being paid 

till the person or persons who are to receive it be con

firmed from the great Hogul in their posts ."33 

In the long run, Sarfaraz Khan had to abdicate power 

in favour of his father and Shuja-ud-Din Khan became the 

Nawab of Bengal. 1 During the twelve years of his tiizamat 

~huja-ud-Din Khan did not go an inch further than Mur

shid uuli Khan in the execution of the provisions of the 

farman of 1717. The relationship between the Nawab and 

the Company ,..,as far from friendl:f and on many occasions 

they were at logger heads as to the sphere of the privi

leges. Their relationship strained to such an extent 

that the English even thought of +eaving the Kasimbazar 

factory despite the assurances of his favrur and encoura

F(ement to go on with their business. 34 Very soon the 

quarre 1 started over the quest ion of trading in salt. 

The Na. wab' s Officers captured the Company's Patna 

fleet with salt at Bhagalpur and forced the Company's 

servants to sign a rm.tchalka ( wTi tten undertaking) that 

they would not deal in that article in futur-e.36 \'Jhen 

the Kasimbazar Council made a representation to the Court 

to settle the issue they were retorted, the fa-rman privi-

33 BFC., P/1/6, 31 July, 1727. 

34 Ibiq., 18 September 1727. 

35 Ibid., 9 October, 1727. 
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leged them only to import and export, and not to anything 

customs-free. They should remain satisfied with that, be

cause neither the Europeans nor even the J;lislims were even 

favoured with that. It further said that the Company's 

trade being ve~; much increased lately and their involve

ment being in many more commodities, it very much decayed 

the foreign trade of the natives. ·If they did not put an 

effectual stop to their encrOachments on.the inland trade, 

the English would undersell all others, engross the whole 

trade of the province and thereby deprive the vast numbers 

of the natives of the means of a livelihood.36 The Eng

lish apprehended that the matter might not be made up 

without expense and an obliga~ion of not to indulge in that 

trade. When the Company sent an arzdasht, it again met 

with the same rebuff .37 Ultirrately, the English had to 
! 

acqui2.scence with the Iilwab's demand of Rs. 10,000 and 

observance of the instructions. The Patna fleet ~ase 

proves that, to the No.v.a b, the Company's duty-free trade 

meant only export and import of articles an::i not by any 

means inland trade and that he would not suffer their 

involvement in the inland trade and would not step back to 

take stringent action to safeguard the interests. of the 

native merchants who v,€re already at odds in business 

competition with the English. 

Again,there v.ere problems when it came to the notice 

of the Navvab that the merchants of the Com-pany v;ere abus-

36 Ibid., 1 October, 1727. 

37 Ibid., April, 1728. 
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ing the dastak and defrauded him of his customs. The Nawa b 

ordered the placing of peons upon the Company's merchants, 

stopped movement of all goods and took an .undertaking 

from the merchFJ.nts not to have dealings with the English .38 

At this time, a quite different affair aggravated the re

lations between the Nawab and the English. The English 

in collusion with the Dutch hatched a plan to attack the 

Ostenders 1 ship to root them out from Bengal. Attack \<Jere 

launched on two Ostend ships near Hooghli - Sea Horse and 

Nepture and had it captured. Since the attack at NaW3.b 1 s 

terri tory v/8.S a violation of the neutrality of his ports 

he ordered militairy prep3.ration against both ,the companies 

and tr'"Je mover1ent of English bcx1.ts was actually stopped at 

Hurshidabad •39 The tangle \vas solved only after the 

allied Companies acquiescenced to pay the Nawab Rs. 325,000. 

In 1730, a serious case occurred when, Kantu B3.bu, 40 

the broker of the E.1glish East India Company, having 

borrowed a sum of R;. 2,15,000 from ?ateh Chand had failed 

to pay the amount. The matter involving -:the two parties 

came to such a pass that the Nawab even ordered the move

ment of Company's Patna. brots, to be stopped41 and the 

t:nglish were about to leave Kastimbazar factory. 42 At 

length, through the good offices of Coja O~o.~an ~rmenian 

38 

39 BFC, .f>/1/8, 1? November, 1728. 

40 For an account of the case see Chapter III. 

41 BPC, P/1/8, 17 July 1730. 

42 Ibid., 25 August, 1730. 
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and Indian merchants, the matter was solved. 

The killing of 2 men at the Chauki of D-.::rrigazza (?) 

in the Haldah river, following a skirmish, by some Company's 

men v.as yet another instance which spurred the Nawab vio

lently.43 The Nawab ordered several parties of the Compa

ny in Berhampore, Katwa and most o.f the aurung9 to stop 

all their business •44 Orders were also sent to stop com

pany's business at Dacca, H:J.ldah, Jugdea and other places 

as well. The Kasimbazar Council had reported that the 

Nav.e.b had these extraordinary orders to ingratiate himself 

with the king by procuring a pre sent to him. 45 The Ka-s im-

bazar Council prevailed upon the Calcutta Council to pay 

the amount - as it leaked to them that the Nawab wanted one 

lakh rupees - than to counter the N:.lwab, with a small body 

of people and ultimately paying more. The news of stoppage 

of Company's business in many factories, harrassment of 

their merchants 46 and the grim prospect of their invest-

ment being not realised, brought t~e Calcutta Council to 

their senses; the Kasim~3zar Council was given permission 

to deal with Fa teh Chand, who was playing the role of an 

intermediator. The English got off ultimately by paying 

43 

44 

45 

46 

Ibid., 27 September, 1731. 

Ibid., 11th ():)tober, 1731. 

Ibid. 

The Nawab sent 4 mansabdars to different aurungs to 
ascertain the volume of trade of the last flve years 
enjoyed the zamindars to sign a muchlecca, not to 
suffer anything to pass under their dustak and to 
inter~ept theirboats. (BPC, 11th October, 1731). 
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P.s. 180,000 and John Stackhouse, the Chief at Kasimbazar, 

factory, tendered a written statement on behalf of the 

Company. 'l'he sta tern ent runs thus: 'I will not trade in 

any goods, but what are proper for Europe and intermeddle 

with such part of trade as belong to the natives of Indos

tan either in Bengal, Orissa or Patna nor will I protect 

or give sanction to any goods either by land or water be

longing to foreigners that the king may not be defrallded 

of his customs, nor will I trade for or provide any more 

goods at the aurungs than what is customary, that other 

traders may not make complaint against us, but provide 

their own goods themselves, Nor will I buy any of the 

natives either male or female for slaves.•47 

The statement brings to light several important 

points. Firstly, the Company's business was not confined 

only to the tFading activities as granted in 1717. Secon

dly, it was daily intruding into new areas and was posing 

serious menace to the rights and interests of the native 

merchants, besides the loss of the king's revenue. Thir

dly, the involvement of the Company's servants in inter

nal trade with the connivance of the Company was also 

increasing. In 1725, the Calcutta Council put the value 
48 of private sales and purchases at Patna at ~. 200,000. 

In fact, by the 1730, the private trade of the Company's 

servants became a cause of concern. Fourthly, in addition 

47 Ibid., 22 November, 1731. 

48 P.J. iiJarshall, op.cit., p. 110. 
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to. its economic impact it was. creating problems in the 

social front as well. tiith the narrowing down of the scoP? 

of the native merchants, they were being eased out of the 

scene, thereby creating economic pressure and social ten

sions. The English influence \~S growing very rapidly and 

by 1735, Calcutta had an estimated population of 100,000.49 

As the English trade \>/8.S expanding. into more new areas, 

the more they were coming into cc·ntract with the natives 

and the more 'vV3S escalation of tensions and conflicts. The 

expansion in the volume of their trade, hinted not only 

the expansion of their territorial spheres of influence, 

it also insinuate~ extension of their authority over the 

native population. That it became a cause of concern for 

the regime is obvious from the extraction of pledge from 

the Company of not making the natives slave. 

What was Shuja-ud-Din Khan's attitude towards the 

English and how correctly he visualised the menace posed 

by the English, is an~ly demonstrated in his letter to 

Khan-i-Dauran in Delhi, when the latter's opinion ,..;as 

sought in regard to the grant of further privileges. In 

view of its importance in grasping the understanding of 

the Nawab it is quoted below. 

'I am scarce able to recount to you the abominable 

practices of this people. \vhen they first came to this 

country they pe~ti tioned the then government in a humble 

manner the liberty to purchase a spot of ground to build 

49 R .K. f'1ukher jee, The Rise and Fall of the East Ind. ia 
~ompany (Bombay, 1973), p. 255. 
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a factory house upon, which vras no sooner granted but they 

ran up a strong fort, surrounded it with a ditch which has 

a comrnuniCQ.tion with the river ani mounted a great number 

of guns upon the walls. The h~:.ve enticed several merchants 

and others to go and take protection under them and they 

collect a revenue which amounts years to ~. 100,000. In 

the reign of Aurangzeb their trade never exceeded three 

ships! cargoes and was well purchased with the province 

of Bengal. Their investments of late, h-3ve been immo:ierate 

and they both import and export other merchants' goods in 

their own names besides which they rtob and plunder arri 

carry great numbers of kine's subjects of both sexes into 

slavery to their own country which hath obliged me to give 

very strict orders to all my phousdars (faujdars )about 

them... They now b::: gin to farm several towns, which it 

is feared, may in time become strongholds, and consequent

ly a difficult matter for the government to remove them. 

It is therefore, my opinion that if any favours are desitt-

ne-d them by the imperial Coi.rrt it may of ill consequence 

t C· give them a phirmound (farman) for any other privileges 

than they enjoyed in the reign of Aurangzeb. ,50 

The Nizamat and the Company became locked also in a 

dispute of jurisdiction over the subjects in Omichand -

Gurbaksh case. Omichand, a merchant under English protec

tion, following a dispute, was detained by·Gurbaksh, an 

inhabitant of f.1urshidabad in his house. The English, in 

a bid to free Omicha nd, sent soldiers, resulting in the 

50 BPC, P/1/8, 18th June, 1733. 
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death of six men and imprisonment of Gurbaksh •. The Nawab 

demanded his extradition, which the English refused to 

do. HO\...ever, the gravity of the case died down when 

Gurbaksh fled from the English prison.51 

'l'he raisinc of batta in 1736 on Hadras and Arcot 

r<.upees to 7~ per cent uniformly for their conversion into 

Siccas in Bengal, had its adverse ~ffect on the English. 

JJespi.te having the privilege of farman, the English had 

to incur the loss. So they objected and thought tame 

the privilege in jeopardy. In 

their protests they could not secure any better 

~€re subject to additional batta.52 

he Company and Alivardi Khan: Search for 
.t-oli tical Power 

During the tenure of Shuja -ud-Din Khan, the English 

v1ere always in low key and did not get the upper hand, tie-

cause of his vigilant and rough handling with them. The 

English groaned under pressure bt.tthad little to do, which 

induced them to see the Nawab as a 'very rash and hasty', 

not at all regard~ng what he does to obtain his end. Though 

the Company an:i the Nawab had differed on ma.ny occasions 

the final breach ·vras averted and a system of give and 

take policy rod developed in their relations. But once 

the authority of government seemed loose and feeble, the 

English did not miss the opportunity to assure themslves, 

51 Ibid., 27th August, 1733. 

52 BFC~.P/1/10, 11th October, 1737. 
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as it was witnessed scvn after the acceffii.on of Sarfaraz . 

Khan in 1739. When Haji i{hrnad, on the Nawab's accession, 

demanded additional nazrana, pointing out the huge expenses 

which the administration had to bear to keep the country 

safe, the English refused and ridiculed the idea by saying 

rather it was the English army at I-8. tna, which had saved 

the country from the Haratha menace .53 

After the overthrow of Sarfaraz iilian, and the cap-

ture of power by Alivardi Khan, an efficient general, in 

the former's service, the unsettled condition was repla-

ced by a strong rule. Ali vardi Khan's relationship was 

marked by same degree of authority as it was witnessed 

during the previous regimes. idith the accession of Ali

vardi Khan, 'the Company had to deal with a Na,.J8.b, who 

was as strong as he was upright and \'lho had a keen ins ig..'1t 

into the economic condition of his state' .54 The English 

had to be very ~~ry in their dealings. But by this time 

Company's trading activities, had penetrated deep down in 

to the interior parts of the country and a vast network 

of factories ha.d been established throughout Bengal. It 

could thus hardly remain confined to the trading activities 

merely. 'As the trade grew in opulence the profit motive 

outweighed all other considerations.' 55 T'ne Company's 

53 

54 

55 

BPC, 2/1/12, 12th November, 1739. 

K.:z. Dutta, .3tudies in :liston' of the Bengal Subah 
(Calcutta, 19)6j, p. 272. 

Brijen K. Gupta, Sirajuddaulah and the East India 
Com n 1756-57 : Exlckr,~rourrl t.') the Foundation of 
British Po',\>er in India: (Leiden, 19 ), p. 18. 
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activities, cutting across trading field, v.e.s intruding 

into the political game, coupled with the strengthening 

of their military power. This ~Bs facilitated by the tur

bulent situation in the country.56 The English ,.,.ere 

giving serious thoughts in enhancing their footholds in 

Bengal from this time as well.57 

In 1744, the I'.Ja v.a b accused the English of having 

helped the Harathas against him and demanded two months' 

pay amounting to three million rupees58 following the 

stoppage of their business at Dacca, Patna and other pla

ces, the Company settled the matter on a payment of about 

400,000 lakh rupees. 

In 1747, friction started over the right_of the deb-

tors. Coja f1inhas, an inhabitant in the Company's terri-

tory in Calcutta died owing debts to the Nizamat. The 

Nawab sent a Eerwanah, asking the English to send ill!.~ 

Vigary and Coja See Saboor, gomastahs to Coja Ninhas, '"ith 

account books to settle the issue. 'Ihe failure of the 

English to comply with the ~rwanah exasperated the Nawab 

to capture the Company's boats at Jellengee.59 Vlith much 

56 

57 

58 

59 

The invasion of Nadir Shah in 1739 dashed the whole 
country into the ground and the sign of any effec
tive link between the Centre and the province also 
blew off. Alivardi took advantage to stop paying 

tributes to the Centre. 

Rajat K. Ray, Colonial Penetration in Bengal, ~;clo
styled copy, pp. 5-57. 
Comp~re K.K. wtta, op. cit. Letters to Court, 3 Aug
ust, 1744, p. 274. 

BPC, P/1/19, 5th January, 1747. 



difficulty ·and expense, the Company had been able to se

cure the release of boats, but they had promised the 

appearance of Coja 1 s executors to l'iurshidabad, failing 

which, there was again the threat of such measures.60 

There occurred a serious trouble when the English 
I 

seized some vessels belonging to the Armenian and f.'fughal 

merchants 1 • Upon the approach by ~he latter to the Court, 

the Na,.,ab was furious and sent a E_er,.,e.nah to the President 

of the Calcutta Council. The perwanah is reflective of 

the Na-v.rab 1s attitude towards the English vis-a-vis his 

concern for the safety and security of the native mer-

chants as also for the maintenance of the neutrality. It 

says: 

"The syads, Jvioghuls, Armenians and other mere ha nts 

of rlooghli have complained that lakhs of goods and 

treasure with their ships you have seized and 

plundered and I am informed from foreign parts 

that ships bound to Hooghli you seized under pre

tence of their belonging to the French. The ship 

belonging to Antony with lakhs on board from Nochir 

arid several curiosities sent me by the sheriff of 

that place on that ship you have also seized and 

plundered. These merchants are the kingdom 1s bene

factot, their imports and exports are an adVdntage 

to all men and their complaints are so greivous 

that I cannot fo11bear any longer giving ear to them. 

11 Hs you are not permitted to commit piracies, there

fore, I now write you that on receipt of this you 

deliver up all the merchants 1 goods and effects to 

them as also what appertains to me, otherwise you 

may be assured of a due chastisement in such a 

60 Ibid., 11th February, 1747. 
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61 manner as you least expect." 

The failure of the Snglish to settle the dispute 

angered t~1e l~awab, and repr-essive measures were taken 

against the English traders in difficult factories by sett

ing peons at the aurungs, and stopping boats which were 

62 carrying down their goods. There were also reports from 

Dacca that not only muchalkas were taken from all the 

tradesmen and podars, not to have any transactions with 

the English, but from the I•1oody 's not to supply them with 

necessaries and provisions.63 The English factory being 

stopped and the factory at Kasimbazar surrounded by Nawab's 

troops 01t1ing to that dispute, the .t:nglish tried through 

the seths to propitiate him. At last after much negotia

tion through the Armenians the Nav.rab became reconciled. 

But the English got off on1y after paying to the Nawab 

Rs. 120 t 000.64 

Recurring Ivlaratha depredations and Afghan rebellions 

also caused severe damage to the interests of the Company, 

which ultimately impelled the Company to abandon the pre-

vailing methods of business i.e. dadni and to ensure a 

policy of direct purchase. The Company also felt the 

necessi"b; of str·engthening their authority by fortifica-

61 J. Long, 3elections from the Unpublished Records of 
Bengal, p :1b ( Bf-c, l'iay 15, 1748). 

62 Comp3.re !Z.K. uutta, Studies, p. 279, Letter to Court, 
27 January, 1749. 

63 Long, Selections, p. 17. 

64 Ibid • , p • 1 9 • 
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ti ons and digging ditches to v.ard off Hara tha menace. It 

even tried to extend their area of authority and influence 

by encouraging weavers, artisans, merchants to have under 

Company's protection.65 Apart from that the disturbances 

caused by the local rajas and zamindars very often claim

ing financial contributions had all been making their 

impact in the policy-formulations of the Company's policy. 

In 1754, Rajballabh, on becoming the deputy Nawab, deman

ded his presents; the English got off by paying~. 430o.66 

In, 1755 following a dispute between the gomastah of the 

Burdwan Raj and an Englishman, the Raja stopped the Com

pany's business within his jurisdiction.67 

Over the years the difficulties faced by the Company 

frcm the Na\\El.b, the officials, the local rajas, and zamin

dars in the transaction of their business had cast its 

ominous shadow in Company's policy-making. By this time 

there was the influence of another extraneous factor. As 

the French influence expanded in Southern India, the 

English Company felt threatened by the French in Benga1.68 

In the face of this disturbing phenomena, the C~mpany was 

gradually being aware that unless they h~d some power -

political and military, its position would be hardly secure. 

But the era: of strong Nawabs had left little room for the 

English to do much. Occassionally, they tried to test 

65 India House Corres ondence, vol. VI,p.8/-+. 
66 p. 2 2. 

67 Ibid., pp. 57-58; K.K. Dutta, Studies, p. 296. 

68 B.K. Qupta, Sirajuddaulah, p. 35. 
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the strength of the Na,..a b, but in vain. By fortifying the 

settlementsl the English believed that such a show of p·ower 

was the best way to keep the English in India free from 
Pes~ 

native insults and would effectually off L {presents), 

the consequences of most quarrels. 69 Since the Nizamat 

was very firm in its dealings and behaviours with the Eng

lish, the latter thought it wise to come to an understand

ing than to risk their ever-growing business, by waging 

v.ar. ~1oreover, the shadow of their humiliating def:eat at 

. 70 the hanc:.s of Aurangzeb still haunted them. · 

As a result, during this period their policy become 

to heat up and cool do\\111. But from Alivardi Khan's reign 

itself forces of distabilisation were, in sight. It was 

during his adrninistrati on that the political, economic and 

social unity of his provinces broke down under the imp3.ot 

of the internal dissensions at his court, and the external 

invasions of the i•iarathas. The working of all these 

forces, coupled with the French menace provided the Com

pany, the badly -felt necessity of arming itself. To 

this was added the insidious private trade of the Company's 

servants. By the 1750's the private trade of the Company's 

servants, was inalienably mixed up with the Company's 

trade. 71 In the 1750s, the remittances through the Eng-

69 Fort-William - India House Correspondence, vol. I, 
p. 10. 

70 B.K. Gupta, Sirajuddaulah, p. 35. 

71 Iv'larshall d.....,ells, at length, on the role of British 
private trade and merchants in his East Indian For
tunes. 
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lish Company alone amounted to an average of £ 100,000 

annually (they were £ 170,810 in 1753 and£ 117,240 in 

1754), while the total emoluments received by the same 

remitters from their employers amounted to £ 2760 and £ 

2840 in the respective years. 72 The assertion of the Com

pany's authority seemed to be the only way. In view of 

this, it seems plausible why the eompany, despite the orders 

frcm the Court of Directors not to give much emphasis on 

military expenditure and maintain neutrality, was doing 

the opposite • 

The accession of Sirajuddaulah opened a new path be

fore them. The opposition to Siraj 's claim v..e.s not secret 

to them. The English naturally sought to fish in troub-

led ,,a ters. 

As a matter of fact, the private trade of the Bri-

tish, bt::came t:--;e ftnal culmination of' tensions bet,,,een the 

British and the r~ w3. bs. 'l'hey did not hesitate to wreck 

down the position of Sir'a juddaulah. Activities of s orne 

of the ;.!.nglish factors even before his accession gave him 

dn impression that they ,,,€re in league with discontented 

elements' plan to kill hio. 

Ljespite r,ep..::at.;;d orders to stop fortific:J.tions, the 

inglish did not pay any heed to that. The relations fur-

ther strained over the · uestion of the abuse of dastak, 

wi1ich had assumed menacing proportions. In 1756 Siraj-

uddaulah alleged that in the '+O years period since 1717 

72 B.K. Gupta, op.cit. Sirajuddaulah, p. 14. 
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the Company had defrauded the Be:ngal government of £ 187,5000 

in customs-duties. 73 Svery attempt by the Court to stop 

private trade of its servants were blunted by saying, "If 

the Company allowed no private trade, their servants must 

starve. Confining the dastak, to ti1e Company's trade would 

be giving up a great article in the farman (of 1717). The 

private trade of the .Company's merch:J.nts become culrnim-
j 

tion of tensions between the l\Jaw;1b and the Company. Besi-

des the English refusal to extradite the fugitive Krishnadas, 

hotted up the relations. In fact, the pov.er and influence 

of the Company had reached such a point where it signalled 

a pril to the state.. Attack on Calcutta v.ras only the 

lighting up of the gun-powder. 

The attack on Ollcutta and the Nawab' s order for the 

sequestration of all the effects and merchandise of the 

English in all parts of the Bengal, 74 unttashed the chain 

of events. The English realised that with a hostile Na'.·.B b 

at the helr:1 of affairs, there vJas little prospect of having 

their interests been protected. The faticidal quarrel, the 

rising discontent of his officers and generals, all pre-

pared the most propitious ground. A conspiracy V\BS set on 

foot to dethrone Sir<-tjud.-Daulah. In fact, plasseyl4s the 

culmim ting point of the wcrking of all the forces that 

had been going on in Bengal, the bursting forth of the 

gathering cloud into a tempestuous storm. The .2nglish in 

1757 were quite different from W-hat they \·Jere at the beginn-

73 B.K. Gupta, op.cit., p. 14. 

74 C. Stewart, History of Ben1;a1, · p. 5<:6. 
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ing of the century. The financial, military and political 

power of the Company had increased formidably. The Com

pany's revenue from t~settlements had increased 

from Rs.· 11,071~' to P.s. 107131 in 1754.75 That is why the 

Nawab's attack on calcutta was being seen as 'plunder of 

the town'. 76 

Plassey offered the .English the most sought- after-
. 

opportunity whicll they had been trying over the years to 

secure. The post-Flassey history illustrates all this 

phenomena. Commenting on the battle of Plassey Henr-y 

Vansittart who became governor of Bengal in 1760 observes, 

"We had now a Nawab of our own making and absolutely de

pendent upon us for his establishment and future security. 

By our influence in the country the company's trade was. 

freed from the impositions it was before liable to and 

they enjoyed the benefit of the farman in its fullest 
, 

extent •1177 i 

Trade was the paramount consideration of the English 

East India Company in Bengal. As the volume of trade 

expanded, the Company had to face a more increasing pres-

sure of financial exactions. To ensure the smooth and 

uninterrupted flow of trade, it had to pay the Nizamat 

regularly, failing which reprisals followed from the 

Nizamat. This tug-of-war domii13.ted for most of the perio::l 

75 B.K. Gupta, op.cit., p. 9. 

76 

77 Ibid., p. 6. 
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involving the r1ughal officials on the one hand and the 

Company and its servants on the other.' But this policy 

of tug-of-war passed through several stages. The first 

stage v~s marked by armed trading, which lasted till the 

end of the 17th century. At the second stage, the Company's 

policy \~S channellised through the show or the use of 

force, rather tha!'l actually using it. The third stage 

showed signs of its growing assertive tendency in 1750s 

on the ramp:ant. 

One interesting feature in Company's t11 ading pattern 

is the wide-prevalence of bribary and corruption. Another 

interesting point is that, though the Nizamat had for all 

practical purposes become independent, it did not try to 

set at naught the Company's privileges by envisaging its 

own independent policy. Does it indicate its weak foUnda

tion or its av.e.reness of the inability to deal firmly with 

·the foreign power or the sheer motive of extracting profit? 
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SOME CONCUJDING REMARKS 

The ID:.nmat evolved a structure ani r(l]'l the reins of 

administration, on tbe ~hole, successfully in the political 

fabric of Bengal for almost half a century. The fragmenta-

tion of tbe Mugbal Empire did not necessarily foretell the 

fragmentation of the Mughal system; rather it was the 

begiming of a new era, in which regional identity was more 

pronounced and the composition and emergence of various social 

groups became more perceptible. Like elsewhere, the disappear

ance of the centralised Mughal authority in Bengal did not 

bring.in its train political chaos and disorder. Under Murshid 

Quli Khan and then under his successors, the ~e~q witnessed 

peaceful transition to a stable political order arrl the founda....., 

tion of a strong Ni~~· As a result, new outlets were fo~nd 

in increasing economic activity, in production and maximization 

of revenue, in the development of trade and commerce and in 

the e:xpansion of markets. In fact, during the !!zQ.mat period, 

Bengal witnessed remarkable economic progress, revenues were 

realised ever-more, more and more ships visited Hooghly and 

Calcutta, and there was an ever-increasing demand for Bengal 

products. 

'The Ntz~~ which thus came into existence was unique 

in itself. But in the process, the Nizamat itself had under

gone some changes. In tre changed circumstances, the relations 
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of tbe Nj.za.mat ,.,itb the centre became tenuous. For its strength, 

survival and, of course, resources, it thus beca~e concentrated 

and dependent upon forces of the province. For manning the 

administrative hierarchy, for the generation of economic 

resources, the ~!Jlll was in di.~ need of securing the help of 

the insulated Mughal officials, the landed magnates and the 

merchants-bankers. This afforded an opportunity and scope to 

these various interests to assert themselves and share a chunk 

of authority, which in previous time was not so readily 

accessible. 

But the interesting point is that there was no attempt 

on the part of the Nizam~ to disown allegiance to the central 

authority and emerge as a full-fledged independent state. 

Even when Sirajuddaulah got the throne through nomination, he 

lias eager to secure an imperial farman. The rough treatment 

meted out to the Jagat Seth for his inability to secure the 

farman is a glaring example of the limits of Nizamat•s 

autonomy. Nor was there any attempt, on the part of the 

various interests which went into the making of the NiZ~J!~, 

to object to the huge drain of wealth which went out of the 

province every year in the form of revenue to the Mughal 

Centre. It seems that ttey willingly participated with the 

Ni z~mat in extracting revenue. In this sense, they acted as 

a tool in vertical exploitation of the masses. While this 

indicates a sort of cooperation between the two, at the same 

time it brings forth tbe question of the nature of mutual 

relationship between these two elements. 



was there any conscto~s attempts on the part of the 

!ii~~~ to share power with the 'local' elements as to forge 

a 'partnership'? In the preceding chapters, we have seen 

that the relation ship between these segmented gro~ps and the 

~1J!mat was more of personal character. It had no institu

tional basis. It was an arrangement in which the new vistas 

of glory were open to efficient and successful adventurer by 

meeting up the state demand. The state on the other hand 

became assured of the help and sup port of those woo got the 

benefit of it. A most striking example of the personalised 

nature of the tie was the House of Jagat Seth. Starting the 

career, as a mere usurer the House by developing a personal 

relationship with the Nizam!~ became the •direct beneficiary' 

and built up the richest banking bouse in Bengal. Then the 

House en9.1red a political stat us by becoming a member of the 

N awab' s close cabinet. 

Since the relationship was based on personal vested 

interests, the prime concern or these segments became to 

protect and promote them, even if meant change in alignnents. 

The relationship was thus self-contradictory. The zwnind~ 

of Rajshahi did not feel the scruple of conscience, when he 

joined the conspiracy in favour of Ali vard 1 Khan against 

Sarfraz Khan, the grarrlson of his greatest benefactor, 

Murshid Quli Khan. The nature of this relationship was more 

illustrated in the battle of Plassey -when these lordl1.'1'1gs 
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assembled in a conspiracy ag31 nst the Nazim on the plea of 

his hauty and hasty actions. From the correspondences 

bet'Ween the English and the different zamindars prior to 

P las sey 1 t is all the more evident. 

Calkin's characterization of the alliance bet¥Jeen the 

Na'Wab am these elements as a "formation of a regionally 

oriented ruling group" is thus to be accepted with some 

reservations. Moreover, tha tenure of the wrking of this 

group 'Was so short-lived, that it could hardly be regarded as 

a ruling group. Admittedly, there was a possibility of forma

tion of a ruling group, if the alliance were organized on 

institutional basis. Again, the process, if any, could not 

. succeed due to the manc{ivring and machination of the English 

East India Company. The victory of the English East India 

Company at the battle of Plassey definitely checked the 

process and nipped it in the bud. 

The English East India Company as the biggest trading 

concern had a close bearing on the vicissitudes 6f the ~~at. 

Exploiting all the advantages and trading privileges since the 

beginning of the 18th century, and outplacing the other 

European Companies, the English came up to claim a formidable 

share in political and economic po\ller. The Compan~ 'Was too 

'compact' to be neglected by the Nizamat. This was reflected 

in the nature of the relationship between the t'Wo. 'Nben 

cracks and fissures appeared in the existing socio-political 
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framework of the province, in the 1'740s the English threw in 

their lot for overt political control. The growing aggressive

ness of tre English was increasingly visible in its subsequent 

relations -with the ~at. The Plassey was the logical fOllo~

up. A notable feature of the history of this period is that 

the alliance bet'Ween the- English and some of the anti-Nizamat 

forces, again, proved transient. This is illustrated from the 

events YJhich follo'Wed the battle of Plassey. The history of 

this phase is, howver, beyond the purview of this disserta

tion. 
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Appendix I 

~~ Shuj~an•s R~g~ 

Copy of a Sunn ud Under the Seal of the Nawab Sesfraz Khan, 
Dewan of the Subah of Bengal. 

"Be it known to the Mu tsud dies and Managers, both 

pre sent and future, the Canongoes, the Muccuddins and Ryots 

of the Parganah of Rajshaby and in the soubah of Bengal, the 

paradise of Regions, that - in compliance with the written 

request (Ferd Sawal) transmitted under the Signature of 

eminent and ·noble Shujah ul Dowlah Mowtemunul Muluc, Shujah 

u 1 De en Mahomed Khan Babadu r .Assad, Jung N azim of the Sou bah 

and in conformity to which the Ferd Hac};.eeku t and ~t~hutca 

having also been duly signed agreeably to the several forms 

herein setforth - the office of zamindar of the above 

mentioned pargannahs from the demise of the late Raum Jewan, 

together with the obligation of Peshcush, the balances and 

annual assessment of the said pargunnahs as stated in the 

indorsement (zymn) shall devolve upon the distinguished of 

his family Rau.m Kaunt, the adopted son of the Defunct, who 

dischariP.g faithfully according to custom the duties of that 

office shall not neglect even the most trivial cases or 

attentions belonging to it he shall remit the peshcush and 

the baiances in stated instalments to the Treasury and realise 

tbe revenues (after taking credit to himself for the Muscoorat, 

N ankar and .rc. ) from year to year in tha customary manner and 

at tre usual seasons conducting himself towards the Ryots and 

inhabitants in general in a conciliating manner -and being 
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indebatigable in tre expulsion and chastisement _of the 

refractory- he shall be careful that no thieves, highwaymen, 

or disturbers of the public peace take shelter within t~ 

limits of his jurisdiction and he is otber~ise to exert his 

endeavour!s to promote the comfort and security of the Ryots, 

the increase of cultivation, population and the revenue. 

He shall be attentive to tbe protection of the high roads, 

that travellers may pass and repass without danger or molesta

tion, but if a robbery should be committed he shall produce the 

perperators with their booty, which shall be restored to its 

owner, and the delinquents given up for punishment; if he fails 

to produce the culprits, he shall consider· himself responsible 

for the amount plundered. He shall take especial care, that 

no individual1 within the boundaries of his zemindary shall 

practice any unlawful deeds or drunkenness, and he is strictly 

forbidden from levying any Aboabs (exactions) prohibited by 

tbe Imperial Edict. He shall transmit the requisite accounts 

of his district ir.~the usual manner signed by himself an:l the 

Canongoes of the Soubah to the public exchequer. Therefore, 

let the above mentioned persons look upon him as established 

zemindar exercising the functions of that statitn and regard 

the papers under his signatures as valid. Considering the 

above as positive, let them act accordingly. Given this day 

the 27th of-the month Ramzaun ul Mubarak, the 17th year of 

the reign" (i.e. Md.Shah 1 S reign, 1735-36). ______ ._.... ______________ _ 
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Ap.r&ndix_!I 

Total Imports £rom As11! 

(Table C-2, Cbaudhuri, K.N.) 

---
Year -~~~~rts f=m Bf~aJ: --

1700 237121 47.3 

1701 249122 41.9 

1702 246258 66.2 

1703 65206 26.0 

17 04 l2024 7.7 

1705 65893 32.3 

1706 74827 35.8 

1707 97881 55.0 

1708 60170 36.3 

1709 105272 52.8 

1710 173819 46.9 

1711 271917 60.1 

1712 225154 46.5 

1713 234231 43 ·5 
1714 174355 35.2 

1715 163859 57.9 

1716 216023 64.1 

1717 209548 41.7 

1718 235997 50.8 

1719 253868 39.3 

1720 332792 57.3 

1721 299903 46.4 

1722 101728 20.0 



-- ---- __ Imports f tQ.iiiBen~ai -=-Year _Value ----:C ___ --
1723 218262 29.3 
1724 226195 28.8 
1725 191117 42.4 
1726 341474 56.5 
1727 513249 73·7 
1728 411763 76.0 
1729 452640 61.1 
1730 431 )81 70.5 
17 31 480090 66.4 
1732 445340 61.1 
1733 362339 63.5 
1734 428932 59.6 
1735 400998 53.4 
1736 408551 66.6 
1737 300671 51.0 
17 38 412805 70.4 
1739 450019 59.8 
1740 410163 69.3 
1741 489889 62.6 
1742 560395 64.3 
1743 475281 61.4 
1744 427068 65.2 
1745 449152 57.1 
1746 491955 63.9 
1747 460690 58.1 
1748 379342 57.1 
1749 330360 50.2 
1750 511177 50.4 
1751 486012 56.1 
1752 435796 50.4 
1753 375449 44.7 
1754 324482 41.5 
1755 411505 44.1 



1~1 

--------------- -------Year Imporj:.s_f£QqL~~U&~l~ 
Value ~ -------·------=-------------

1756 3038938 42.1 
1757 69219 11 .1 

1758 288587 44-9 
1759 450384 61.0 
1760 366872 51.6 

------- --
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